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difference of the circumferences of the two portions A and E of the roller; and 
it will also be evident that the difference may be made small at pleasure. 

The clcsc,·iption of a double capstern,produced by an application of this prin
ciple will be found in vol. xix, page 305 of Les Annales des Arts et Manufactures. 

SECTION lV. 

To con,vert a given direct and equable rectilinear motion, or the velocity of wliicli 

varies by a given law, into alternate circular motion of velocity similar to 

that of tl1e 1noving power, either equable or variable by a given law; and in tlte 
same, or in dijferent directions. 

(A 4.) 

IF direct reetilinear motion be converted into direct circular motion by any 
of the arrangements pointed out in Section 3rd, all the examples shewn in 
Section 9 will apply to this section. 

(B 4.) 
It has been proposed by l\'I. Perrault, of the Royal Academy of Sciences 

(Recueil des J\,Jachines approuvees par l'Academie des Sciences, Vol. i. Nos. 9 
and IO,) to apply the fall of water as a mover for a pendulum clock. Without 
pledging our judgernent as to the usefulness or merit of his machine, we shall 
explain the organization he has adopted for converting the rectilinear directio11 
of the moving power into an alternate circulaL· motion. 

Water is made to fall, as at c in the figure, into the vessel d, whicl1 is constructed 
to turn or swing on an axis m, and is divided in the middle into two eqnal parts 
by a partition. \Vhen the base of this vessel is in an horizontal position, the 
water falls so as to divide itself equally by the partition before mentioned, and in 
any inclined position the whole quantity of falling water will be received by that 
side of the vessel which is elevated. In the position shewn by the figure, this entire 
quantity tS received by the side b of the vessel; when that side of the vessel becomes 
full, it turns on its axis in the direction of that side, and descends till it reaches 
and rests on the stop or support f, pouring out, by this change of position, the 
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quantity of ,vater which produced the 1notion. The opposite side· fills in its 
turn, and bri,,gs the vessel into its first position, resting on the support g; and: 
the operation is repeated. 

Problem.-To convert alternate circular motion into direct rectilinea1· motion. 

Let AB of this figure be a lever turning about on an axis C, and F G an upright 
bar, which. is at liberty to rise and fall �asily; and having a strait ratchet on 
each of its longitudinal edges. DE, DE are hvo small levers turning on pivots 
at D and D, and have theh· other extremities .EE, turned so as to engage in 
the teeth of the ratchet already meritioned. The alte1·nate circular motion of 
the lever A B will operate to raise the bar F G. l\f. Perrault, of the Royal· 
Academy of Sciences, has applied a piece of mechanism of n1uch similitude to 
this, to the construction of an engine· for raising heavy weights. It will be 
found in.the Recueil des Machines approuvees par l'Academie, Vol. i. No. I. 

(D4.) 

A boat at anchor in the tniddle of a river, if held .by a cable of sufficient 
length, will move alternately from one bank of the river to the other, by means 
of its rudder: furnishing an instance of alternate circular motion from direct 
rectilinear : this is a well known contrivance, and is of frequent application. 

(R 4.) 
A sector of a circle �urmounted with a sail, forming together a combination, 

the centre of gravity of which �hall be situated considerably below the centre of 
i oscillation, by means of the application of a C')Unterpoising weight, will swing 

to and fro continually, with an alternate circular motion produced from the im
pul!<ion of the wi{l(l upon the sail: this mode of applying the direct action of the 
wind has heen often proposNI, anil many models constructed on this principle 
may be foun1l in the Cnnservatory of l\'Iachincs of Paris; and in the work of 
1\1. Alexander Bailey, which includes the description of 1nachines presented 
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to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures of London: the 
application of this contrivance as a first rnover to an hydraulic machine by 

l\,f. Merryman, will be found in vol. i. pag·e J 5•4. 
All 1nachines which are applied to the purposes of raising water by means of 

an oscillatory or alternate circular motion, communicated to the macl1ine by 
any power whatever, and which is applied to them exterio1ily, as are those for 
instance which are described in the Journal des Mines, No. 66, may be placed 

in this f out-th class. 
The Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragemen�, for Augmt, 1811, No. 86, 

contains a description of a machine termed an Hydraulic Pendulum, by its in
ventor M. Boitias. M. Molard, in a report upon this machine, made by him to 
the Society in December 1808, and which is contained in the 54th Number of 
the work above 1nentioned, makes the following observation :-" With respect 

to the hydraulic pendulum, this machine 1nust not be confounded wiih a contri
vance under the same name, described by Belidor, for the purpose of raising 
,vater. It is a simple pendulum which receives its oscillatory movement by 
means of the current of a river, and with the additional aid of a counterpoising 
weight. 

To produce this effect, the author has placed a float hoard of considerable size, 
and mounted on a supporting pivot,at the lower extremity of the pendulum; i t  al• 
te1·nately assumes the vertical and horizontal posit ion. In the first it dips into the 

current and oheys its pressu1-e; in the second it obeys the effect of the counter• 

poising weight, which bring·s it back to the position from which i t  set out, m 
order to com,nence another oscillation ... 
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SECTION V. 

To convert a gi-oen direct and equable rectilinear motion, or the velocity of which. 

varies by a giuPn law, into a direct curvlinear motion of velocit9 similar to 

that of the nioving power, either equable, or ,i,ariable by a g-i-oen lat0, and in 

the sarne, or in dYfer1;nt directions. 

DIRECT rectilinear motion may be converted into direct circular motion 

by the 1nethods exhibited in Section Ill. ; and the arrangements shewn in 

Section X. will affol'd examples of the required conversion. 

SECTION VI. 

To con:oert a given direct, and equable rectilinear motion, or the 'Delocity of which 

-:,aries by a g-iven law, into an alternate curvlinear motion, of 'Oelocity similar 

to that of the moving power, either equable or variable by a given law, and in. 

the sa1ne, or in different directions. 

DIRECT rectilinear motions may be converted into direct circular motions 

by any of the arrangements exhibited in Section Ill.; and then the examples of 

Section II. will afford instances of the required conversion. 

SECTION VII. 

To convert direct circular and equable circular motion, or the 'Oelocity of which 

"Caries by a gi'Oen law, into alternate rectilinear motion of velocity similar to that 

ofthe moving power either equable, or variable by a given law, and in the same, 

or in different directions. 

(A. 7.) 
LET A B DE, plate 2, he a wheel which is at liberty to revolve on its axis 

in the direction indicated by the letters AB DE with an uniform velocil)'; 
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m n is an index which is obliged to observe the same direction, while the extre• 

nait.y m follows the figure of a curve drawn on the �11rface of the wheel ; the 
other extremity n, is also required to rnake a determined 11urnher of back and 

forward anotious of g·iveu extent ; and returning with each revolution of the 

wheel to the sa1ne point frotn which the motion commenced, ancl this with a 

velocity either uniform, or which varies by a given law, or which is even en
tirely arbitrary. 

If the ratio of the velocities be uniform, or if they follow given laws, the curves 

which will be thus described will be determinate and easy of construction. On 
this subject a 1nemoir of M. Deparcieux may be consulted on the 1nechanical 
methods of describing those curves which occur in the construction of machines 
intended to move levers 01· balance wheels. It is printed in the memoirs of the 

Royal Academy of Sciences for 1747. 
If the ratio of the velocities be arbitrary, a solution of the problem 1nay be 

afforded by a great variety of curves; and by rectilinear polygons as well as by 

curved. Rectilinear polygons afford angles too acute-curvlinear ones are 
therefore to be preferred. 

The application of this problem is of considerable use in the art of turning. 

(B 7.) 
This is a pal'licular case of the subject of the last problem, in which at each 

revolution of the wheel we obtain but a single alternate stroke, aud that an 
uuifonn motion. The curve being proportional and all its diameters equal, that 

circutnstance is rendered advantageously available by subjecting the motion of 
the rule or bar ab, to the curve, by means of two metal pins n m, which are 
fitted with friction rollers, against which the curye acts through its whole course. 

The pieces which carry the threads in the bobbins of the silk-throwing machine 

of 1\1. Vaucanson, are put in motion by an application of  this curve. It is also 

used in different hydraulic engines to afford an uniform motion to the pistons 
of pumps. 

In the 23rd number of Les Annales des Arts et Manufactures, we find the 
description of a new spinning-wheel by 1\-lr. Antis, an Englishman, for which 
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the Society for the Encouragen1ent of Arts, &c. of London awarded a premium 
t.o that gentleman. 

C 7. Plan and Elevation. 

· Let A B C in the plan of the figuce represent a plate of metal, through the 
thickness of which are cut the g�ooves or channels ab, cd, &c.: behind the 
plate A B C, and close to it, let us suppose a second plate N M  (shewn in the 
elevation or upper figure) ; in this plate is cut, also through its thickness, the 
spiral channel indicated in the plan of the figure by the double dotted line, and 
described on the same principles as the curve of the preceding figure B 7 : it is 
evident that if the small cylindrical pins r s  pass through the intersections which 
the spiral will form with the channels ab, c d, &c. and the hinder plate be made 
to tnove, all the cylindrical pins will approa�h to, or recede from the centre by 
an equal distance. Now if the bent arms s n be added to those cylindrical 
pins forrning radii to the circle, and their lengths be such that their extremities n 
shall terminate in the circumference of a circle concentric to the plate ; it is 
evident that these extremities n of the anns, will in every position, whether ad
vancing to, or receding frotn the centre, also be situated in the circumference of a 
circle concentric to the same circle. Two pieces of mechanism similar to this 
may be arranged one over the other, as is shewn in the elevation of the figure ; 
and the extremities n of the bent arms 1nay be connected so as tocompose a kind 
of cylinder whose diameter may be encreased or diminished at pleasure by the 
rotatory motion of the spiral plates before desci-ihed. This ingenious arrange
ment is adopted in England, in the construction of lathes, and in other machines 
in which it is occasionally required to alter the relation which the movino-

0 
power 

bears to the resistance, and whe1·e itis necessary to effect this �ith quickness and 
facility. Other applications of this contrivance 1nay be found in the Repertory 
of Arts and l\1anufactures, vol. xvii . ;  which contains the specification of a patent 
obtained by R. Brayshay-" for a machine for the purpose of gaining an increased 
speed and power to all mechanical operation by land and water:" dated Oc
tober 30th 1801 ; and No. lxxi of Les Annales des Arts, &c. by R O'Reilly. 

F 

• 



(D 7.) 
The ·wheel A B  ( ofwhich the figure shews a side elevation) has its periphery 

formed into le€'th of any figure at pleasure:_ the arm a b  is made to press con• 
stantly upon tlie teeth of the ·wheel by means either of a spring 01· the application 
of a weigl;t, and is at liberty to slide through the pieces c ande· d, while it pre• 
serves its perpendicular position with the plane of the wheel. If the wheel be 
turned, it will communicate to the arm ab, an alternate rectilinear motion,.which 
may be varied to suit the required purpose. It will not be difficult. to determine 
the fig·nre of the teeth upon the princiflles spoken of under the article (A 7) .  

A very ingenious application of this motion has been made by lVL Zureda in 
his carding machine. The sa1ne rnotion has also been latterly applied to a 
machine for the manufacture of fishing lines. 

Leupold, in his work " Theatrun1 l\'lachinannn 1-Jydraulicarum, vol. ii. p. 36. 
fig. 3, shews an application of this contriYance to a motion for pump pistons. 
The yertical a:xis of an horizontal hydraulic wheel carries another horizontal 
wheel, on the upper side of which are anang·ed seven inclined planes, forn1ing a 
kind of ratchet wheel, having the spaces or intervals between the teeth nearly 
equal to the base of the inclined planes which compose the wheele; the piston 
rods of the pump are fitted with projecting pieces which rest on the wheel by 
friction rollers ; so that at each revolution of the first wheel or mover, the pu.mp 
pistons make seven ascending, and seven descending strokes, or seven alternate 
rectilinear motions. 

(E 7.) 

The circle A. of this fig,ire has a motion on its axis, and a projecting point or 
pin fixed on its face passes through the groove n m of the lever P Q, whose 
centre of motion is at R. It will result from this arra.ngernent that the direct 
and uniform circular motion of the wheel A will be converted into an alternate 
circular motion ; and the two extremities of the lever P Q will traverse with un
equal velocities, and the machine will belong to the class of the ninth section. 
But if a portion of a toothed wheel be set on the extrernity P of the lever which 

• 



shall act in the rack-bar NM, an alternate rectilinear motion of unequal ve• 

tocitv will be obtained, and which will belong to the arrangement of Section VII. 
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By means of the simple fixed pulley G, and the rope Q G H fixed at Q andr_ 
susta.inin•r the wei,,.ht H we also obtain an alternate rectilinea1· motion of un• 

0 0 

equal velocity. 
Another alternate rectilinear motion of unequal velocity will also be obtained 

by placing a pin or small cylinder at the inte,,section of the groove p q of the 
lever P Q, with a groove s t  described in the fixed bar X y, tlie cylinder so 
placed will have the required motion. 

Les Annal� des Arts et Manufactures, vol. xv, page 119, contains an ap
plication ofr. this motion to an improved machine for cutting ibe teeth of 
,vheels. 

(F 7.) 

PLAN AND ELEVATION. 

A is a wheel of which a portion only is toothed, and which turns constantly. 
in the same direction on a fixed centre; B C is a chase fi�me, the two inner 
and opposite sides of which are formed into racks. To the ends oft.his frame are 
firmly attached the bars B S  CT, which are at liberty to �ove to and fro within 
the clips p q, n m ;  the fra1ne with its two bars, which may thus be considered 
as one piece, thus acquire an alternate rectilinear motion by conversion, from 
the direct circular motion of the wheel A. 1'he fra1ne which contains the two 
racks might also be applied to a bar, by a simple change of construction. 

If the teeth of the wheel were infinitely small, they.ought to occupy one half 
of its periphery and the · remainder be left plain. The length of the two racks 
will be equal to half the periphery of the moving wheel, and their e,ctrernities 

· will be at cqu,il distances from the short sides or ends of the frame :r but when the 
teeth of the wheel are of larger size, which must always be the cao;e in practice, 
the toothed portion of the wheel must be less than half its periphery ; the racks 
will be equal in length to the toothed portion of the wheel, and they will termi
nate at unequal distances fnu the ends of the frarne. · The number of teeth for 
the wheel is arbitrary, but great n1echanical precision i� required in the practical 
execution of this machine. 

F 2 

• 
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The teeth of the wheel �ud of the racks will be described with sufficient faci
Jity by r�ference to the instructions for that process given by 1\-l. Cann1s, in the: 
second volume of his " Course de 1\-Iathematiques" <ii. 

,vhen the portion of the wheel to be formed into teeth is determined on, and 
thence the length of the rack, and the situation of one of them, that situation of 
the other which shall afford the maximu1n effect in the entire machine may be 
easily detern1ined by trial :  the theoretical discussion would lead us fro1n our view 
of the subject ·without affording adequate advantage. 

Applications of this motion to the alternations of pu1np pistons may be found 
in the description of l\I. Aug·ur's pumps, (i\lachines approuvees par l' Academie 
des Sciences de Paris, Vol. iv, No. 223). 

Examples of the conversion of a direct circular motion, into an alternate rec
tilinear rnotion, by 1neans of a wheel of which only a part is indented, and one 
or two racks ; and also of the conYersiou of <lirect circular into alten1ate circular 
1notion, may be found in the Repertory of Arts and l\<lanufactures, London, 
Vol. xii. page 145; in Berlhelot's work-lVIccanique appliquce aux Arts, aux.r
manufactures, a l'agriculture, a la guerre, vol. i. page 79 ;  l\loulin apedale vol. ii. 
page 36; l\Iachine :l n1anege pour scier la pien·e, vol. ii, page 40; Scie a de-

. . 
bater le bois. 

In the 1st volume of a work by J. Leupold, printed at Leipsic in 1724, entitled 
Thealrurn l\fachinan11n gcnerale, chap. 12, the author undertakes to shew five 
different 1nethods of converting direct circufar rnotion iuto alternate rectilinear. 
The first of these methods which he shews in plate 25, figure I of his work, cor
responds with our arraugcrnent (F 7). This second method, j)late 25, fignre 2, 
i s  actually the same : the only observable difference is that the bar represented by 
T S  in our figure· (F 7) is vertical, and that the two racks instead of being toothed, 
are forrr1ed of a series of small horizontal cylinders si,nilar to those which are 
used a s  trundles in the lanterns of mill-work ; the motion of the bar TS is applied 

• Further information on the subject may likewise be found ini" L•Essai sur l'Horfogerie," by F. Ber. 
thoud, Pa ;.is 1786, vol. ii, p�gc J 3 ; the 4th l'Olume of fhc Fr<•nch Enr.ydopt;tli", article " Dent"; au<l 
th!! 1);:;serta.tious of M. de la Lande, in " Le Traite d' Horlogene de M. Le P.tul<;, 
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to tbe piston of a pump: this application had already been made by Ramelli. 
The third method (figure 3, plate 25), <loes not. materially di!fer from the pre
cedi••�e; it is in substance a lantern pii1ion, which is partly fitted with trundles, 
iustt>ad of a wheel partly indented, and the teeth of the rack arc rounded. The 
fourth method (.fig. 4) is composed of two vertical racks, ha Ying their flat si<les 
placed parallel to cac:h other, and their racked edges lying in the sa1ne direction. 
The upper extren1ities of these racks are attached to the ends of a rope ,,hic:h 
passes over a simple fixed pulley; the racks being thus su�pcnde<l, it follows 
that wheneYer one of them is 1nade to ascend, the other will descend by its own 
weight ; an horizontal spindle is placed across the front edges of the racks, and 
two lantern pinions partially fitted with trundles are set on it so as to act on 
the racks ; their positions are so adjusted in lhe first instance, that when the 
trundles of one of them act on the corresponding rack and cause it to a!!cend, 
the blank space of the other pinion is opposite to the ot.l1er rack, which is there
fore at liberty to descend. The author applies this mechanism to the movement 
of pump pistons in his work entitled, " Theatr,.,s des l\lachines Hydranliques," 
printed in li24-, vol. 2, plate 40, fig. 8. In his fifth and last method, the author 
converts the direct circular motion into alternate circular, by our arrange
ment R 9, plate 7, in which B and C are two pinions, and A a wheel partly in
dented. He again converts. the alternate circular motion of the bar d e  of our 
figure, into an alternate circular mot.ion by our armng·e1nent (0 8), plate 5 :  for 
this purpose he places an endless screw on the horizontal bar d e, which wor�s 
in the segment of a wheel ; the extremities of the segment are continued hori
•zontally, and carry th� piston rods of two pumps. The desc1·iption we have 
here gin�n will sh�w that the five supposed methods ·of �he a.nthor are reduced 
to one, the arrangement of which admits of but little modification. 

B,., la)•in!! asi,\e one of the two racks, and introducino· an entire toothed wheP1
J V � , 

the alternal<! circular motion rnay be converted into an alternate rectilin<'ar 
mot:0>1. as will bf' shf',1n i11 our figure (l\iJ 17). This arrangement had long h<'en 
ap,)lif>d iu thP. prncc"ss of coining-for milling the e<lges of the pieces nuder 
opera,;on, l •nt its n-::� has siy1ce been d_iscontiuued. 

A very simple and ingenious method of avoiding the loss of time which would 
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take place in this piece of mechanism at each change of direction of its motion, 
was invented by l\1I. Doinet. An additional tooth marked a, in the fi�:n-e (F  7) 
is set on the wheel A, but below t.he_level of the other teeth of that wheel. An 
addit.ional tooth is also set on each rack, and in the same plane or level with 

the additional tooth of the wheel. The actiou of the tooth a, npon t�1e additional 
teeth of the racks operates to continue the 1notion of the b,u· T S  <luritig the in• 
tcr\'al which elapses between the action of the ·wheel ceasing on one rack, and 
its comrnencement on the other. 

In Bockler's work, already mentioned in speaking of our figure (E 3,) we find 
-the direct circular 1notion of a vertical spindle converted into an horizontal antl 
alternate rectilinear 1notion by the arrangement we have described in our account 
of F 7. A vertical spindle carries an horizontal lantern pinion, the trundles of 
which work into two rows of pins arranged upon the inner edges of a frame. 
which is thus substituted for the racked fra1ne of our figure. In Bockler's 
machine it n1ay be observed by figure 71, that each rack is terminated at the 
opposite ends by a pin somewhat long;er than the rest: this is evidently intended 
to correct the loss of time incidental to the changes of direction. The authot· 
then convertsr-the horizontal alternate circular 1notion into the vertical and alter
nate rectilinear motion, required for working pump pistons, by an intermediate 
alternate ci!'cular ,notion, which he effects by a contrivance simi!al' to our figure 
N 7, plate 3 :  thus--To the end of the piston rod he fixes a bar which extends 
to the edge of a cylinder or horizontal circle, whose axis is perpendicular to the 
vertical plane passing through the piston 1·od, and the spindle of the frame; 
another bat· is placed from one end of the frame to a point upon the edg·e of the • 
C)'rlindcr 90 deg;rccs distant from the attaching point of the bat· fi1·st mentioned. 
'l'lte;;c bars turn freely at their ends, as the bar n m  iu· our fig·u1·e N 7. This 
rnechanism resembles that in common use in bell-hanging, for transferring alter
uate rectiliueax 1notio11 frorn one apartment to another. I-le also shows other 
(lpplications of tuc same arrangement. 

G i. Plan and Elevation. Plate 3. 
111 this arrangement the frarnc containiug the racks is 1na<le somewhat larger 
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than that of the preceding article, by having the racks the1nselves longer, so as 
to meet at the enJs, where they continue in a semicircular form, and the small 
wheel or pinion is completely toothed. I t  has been found necessa;ry to allow a 
sma\l late;·al motion to the rack-frame, which is given at the end of each alter
nation by means of two cross pieces ab, c �, in order to facilitate the change of 
direction of the rack. In general however, this motion involves considerable 
difficulty in the practical execution ; and it  appears but little adapted lo produce 
any important effect. 

In a report made hy l\Jessrs. Prony and l\follard, upon the methods proposed 
to replace the hydraulic n1achine of Marly, we find a n1achine projected by 
l\1. \Yhite, in which this motion is introduced. 

In Ilockler·s work-Theatrun1 l\fachinarum novum, &c. the sarne mechanism 
is applied to convert the direct circular rnotion of an horizontal spindle into an 
alternate and vertical rectilinear motion for pump pistonsr: Bockler's confrivance 
for equalizing the ,notion of the l'ack-frame does not appear of sufficient merit to 
recommend it  to notice ; but in  the course of this work we shall introduce a. 

variety of 1nethocls for that purpose. 

H 7. Plan and EleYation. 

This is a modification of the motion shewn in F 7. In this machine the number 
ofteeth in each rack is reduced to one, and those of the wheel are entirely super
seded ; they are replaced by projecting arms, each having a small friction roller 
at its outer extremity. It will be readily observed that this strait figure of the 
teclh of the racks will occasion an irregularity in the rate of tl1eir alternate 
movements; but the law of this velocity may c,ither be varied at pleasure, or 
rendl'r<'!I uniform. hy making the teeth of a suitable figure. 

The co11!-1 n1ction of this 111achine is to be preferred to that of F 1 :  for all ar
rangements which are �xposed lo violent action, and to which small teeth of the 
us11 al form and dimensions would not offer sufficient resistance. The ,•ngine in _
tl1is f,1nn will be l"'-S costly in its original construction, and will he 1nadc with 
g,·eater _facility: incic.lcnt.al repairs will also be more easily n1ade. 

http:incic.lcnt.al
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In the fi1·st volume of " Machines approuvees par I• Acadcmie des Sciences'\ 
we find this rnovement applied to the constrnctioni. of a machine for ·sawing 
1,;tone, &c.i; anJ ano1her application of it in the " Traitc de la Gravure a l'eau 
forte" of the old Encyclopedia. 

I 7. 
In this fig·ure A represents a wheel which turns on its axis; n and tn two clips 

between which slides the ba1· P Q, with the attached cross-bar ll S ;  s is a pivot 
which is allowed to pass throug·h the groove p q. The circular motion of 
the wheel A will under this arrangement produce an alternate n1otion to the 
bar P Q. 

This alternate rectilinear motion is very slow at its commencemel)t, but is 
accelerated as it approaches the middle of each alternation : it is evidently ex
tremely simple and easy of construction. This is also a rnodificatiou of the a1·
rangement shewn at F ·7 .  

In the first Yolume of " l\.fachines approuvees par l'Academie des Sciences", 
this contrivance is applied to the construction of a machine for sawing n1arblc. 
It is used in the ribbon weaving machine, to give the stroke for throwing the 
shuttle ; and is also sometimes used in  domestic economy, in a 1nachine for 
churning. 

In the eighth volutne of the Repertory of Arts and l\fanufacturcs, we find thi!ll 
movement adopted by .l\Jr. Bunting, in his calendering engine. 1-lis first mover 
is a horse, which is applied to turn a vertical spindle; at the upper extremity of 
this is a pinion which drives an horizontal wheel. The direct circular motion 
of this wheel is converted into an alternate rectilinear motion .by the means al
ready described ; the height of the arm which receives this niotion being inconve
nient, the author transfers his alternate rectilinear motion to another arm lying 
in a parallel direction to the first, and at the required height, hy means of an 
intermediate alternate circular motion E 17. The polisher of his machine is 
fixed to this second arm. 

(K 7.) 
The alternate rectilinear n1otion of the bar P QRS, figure I 7, ma) be readily 

equalized by substituting a groove of the curve represented at p q in the figure, 
for the strait groove pq, of the figu1·e I 7. 



circular motion of A would be converted into an alternate circular motion 

If for the rack and bar were substituted a toothed wheel which should turn 

_ 

4-1 

The method of describing this curve is very simplei: the distance C s is 
divided into a certain number of equal parts, as for example six, sl, 12, 23, 
34, 4-5, 5Ci; aud the quadrant s D is to be divided into a like number of 
equal parts. It is evident that the conditions of the problem will be obtained 
if that point of the bar P Q which corresponds with the point s of the figure 
be 1nade to coincide with the divisions 1, 2, 3, &c. of the radius s C, at the 
san1e time that the pivot s itself shall coincide with the corresponding diYisions 
1 ,  2, 3, &c. of the arc s D ; it will be necessary therefore to determine the 
position of the points l ,  2, 3, &c. of the curve· p s q, so that each shall be 
placed with relation to the point s, as the corresponding points of the arc s D, 
are placed with relation to the points of the same name in the radius s C, which 
will not be found difficult. The same process will be followed for each of the 
three remaining quadrants of the circle. 

L 7. 
. In this figure a b is a vertical bar, which slides between the two rings 
n m ; a pestle is fixed on its lower end b, on one side of the bar is fixed a.. 
rack in which works the indented portion of the wheel A, the remaining part 
of which is without teeth. When the plain portion of the wheel is opposite 
to the rack of the bar, t�e pestle P will fall by its own weight upon the 
body M : but if the wheel be made to turn in the direction of the dart in 
the figure, when the teeth arrive at the rack, and begin to act, the pestle 
will be gradually elevated ; but will fall again when the plain portion of the 
wheel again arrives at the rack, and this alternate motion will be continued 
with the !¥!lion of the wheel. This is another direct instance of the arrange� 
ment F 7. It is in  frequent use for machines for the purpose of bruising 
and pounding hard substances. 

in the same direction as the pinion A, either by a weight P, attached to a 
rope, which shouldi be wound on its axle, or by a spiral spring : the direct 

, 

and the arrangement would be classed in Section 9. 
This mechanism was applied to work the pistons of two pumps by De Caus, 

G 
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an architect and engineer, and is described by hi1n, in a work entitled "A 
new invention for raising water above the level of its source, by rneans of 
certain hydraulic n1achines." Londo1.1, 164-¼. 

T.he author caused a vertical wheel having half its periphery indented, to 
turn by the i1n1nediate action of a ruoving power, and on the right and left 
of this wheel he placed two others of equal diamete1·, and ,vhich he supposed 

to be partially indented, but which 1night also be completely indented, ac
cording to the construction described in our last article ; he communicated 

each of the piston rods of the two pu111ps with one of these wheels by means 
of a rope attached to the end of the piston rod, aud by its other extrernity 
winding about the cylinder or spindle of the wheel ; the rope was so wound 
on the spiu<lle that the piston actecl by its weight to turn the wheel in the 
direction which co11verte<l the direct circular rnotion of the moving power, 
into the alternate circular n1otion of the lateral wheels ; and consequently the 
pistons received their required alternate rectilinear motion ; one of thern
ascending· while the othc1· descended by the action of its own weight. 
The author in order to facilitate the descent of the piston, caused a rope to 
pass over a sin-1ple fixed pulley placed over the 1niddle wheel, and after
wards to wind itself about the axis of the two lateral wheels, and in the 
same direction with the corresponding ropes of the piston rods ; so that 
when one of the pistons was raised, a parte. of the action of the n1ovi11g
po,ver wase. at the same tirnc crnployed to assist the descent of the other ; 
the wheel being turned in the proper direction, the piston had to overco1ne 

a resistance at least equa.l to the inertia of the whecJ, with its friction, and 
the rigidity of the rope, an<l in short, a resistance equal to the power required 
to set the wheel in motion. 

M 7. 
This is a modification of the rncchanism of the preceding article. The 

teeth of the rack are reduced to a single one, and the wheel is fitted with 
ca1ns or curved projecting pieces, the curvature of which is such that the 
resistance becomes uniforn1e. The construction of these curved pieces is sin1plce; 
a description of thc,n will be found in the memoir of i\I. DPparcieux, which 
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we have before spoken of under the article A 7. This contrivance is a·pplied 
to the same practical uses as that o_f the preceding article. 

N 7. 
The circular 1notion of the wheel A communicates by the intermediate 

operation of the bar n m, an alternate rectilinear motion to the bar· p q, · which 
is allowed to slide between two clips, one of which is .shown in the· figul'e 
at t. If the wheel A be used as a fly wheel, the 1notions will be reciprocale. 

The length of the alternate rectilinear stroke n1ade by the rod p q will be 
1nore or less, in p:·oportion as the point of rotation m, is more 01· less distant 
fro1n the centre of the wheel A. 

If the bar p q be taken away, a.nd the ba1· n 1n be made to pass through 
a circular opening which we will suppose to be made in the clip t, the bar 
11 m will then have a compound alternate motion, similar to that of the bar 
E F G, in ·our figure L 10. Plate 8. In the first volume of Bailey's description 
of l\lachiues, in folio, we find an account of a silk reel used in Italy;  in 

which the g·nides receive their alternate and horizontal motion by an appli
cation of this contrivance ; the point marked m in our figure is supported 
by a frame which sJides in a groove, upon the surface of the wheel A ; so 
that i t  may be shifted with facility to any required distance from the centre. 
The wheel A is placed in an horizontal position, and receives its rotative 
1notion by means of an endless hand, the constant and equal tension of which 
is preserved by providing the wheel A with an horizontal adjustment ; the 
wheel is canied by a bar of wood having a sliding motion in a vertical piece 
which supports the wholee; a suspended weight acts constantly to draw the 
wheel A from that which is set on the spindle of the reel. 

( 0  7. ) 
A B in this figure represents a cylinder having a rotatory motion on ifs 

axis ; on the surface are cut two ·spiral channels or · grooves simila·r to 'those 
of a. screw, their paths round the cylinder are cut in opposite directions, so 
that they intersect twice in each revolution, and join or run into each other 
at each end of the cylinder ; C is a projecting piece accurately fitted to the 
�piral grooves and is attached to the arm C D, which passes through a longitudinal 

G 2  



groove or passage cut in the fixed cross-frame E F. Under tl1is arrangement 
the rotatory motion of the cylinder will produce the alternate motion of the piece 
C, by passing alternately from the first or direct spiral groove, to the second or 
reversed one. This motion is extremely ingenious, and is capable of extensive 
application ; it was communicated to us by the inventor M. Zureda, a Spanish 
mechanist of great professional merit. 

P 7. 
A B is a cross frame in which a mortice p q is cut, and in this the spindle of 

the pinion n is at liberty to move freely. C D  is a bar the periphery of which is 
formed into a continued rack and is driYen by the pinion, it is attached to the 
bar or piece which is to receive the alternate rectilinear motion, and the latte1· 
is made to slide through the clips a and b. "\Vhen the racked bar C D  is carried 
by the action of the pinion to the extent of eilhcr of its sides, tl1e check-pieces ,,, 
and e act on the springs rs, u t, which oblige it to return by its other side. 

This movement is difficult of construction : it has been suggested as applicable 
to machinery for cutting the tops of piles, but as the teeth of the pinion cannot 
be made of sufficient strength for any engine in which great power is requi�e<l> 

we do not consider it proper for such pu1·po.ses. 

Q 7.. Plan and side Elevation-•. 

A B C, in the plan of this figure, represents a flat circular ring, the inner edge 
of which is toothed ; D is a toothed wheel which works into the wheel A BC : its. 
diameter is equal to the radius of that wheel. The bent axle n m  pq, revolves. 
on the centre of A B C ;  its extremity n supports the wheel D by its centre, while 
its other extremity p forms a handle, to which the moving power is applied to 
produce the rotation of D; while this wheel revolves on its centre, and traYerscs 
the toothed inner edge of ABC, each point of its periphP.ry will describe a dia
mete, ofthat wheel. The demonstration of this theorem is given by De Ia Hire, 
in his Traite des Epycicloides, et de leur usages dans la Mecanique. r.--Ietn. do. 
l';\cad. Vol. ix. page 389. 

http:periphP.ry
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A model of tbis movement was presented at a late exhibition of pi'oductions of 
the National lndusti·y, by M. White .e. His description of it may be seen in les 
Annales des Arts, vol. xix. 

R 7. 
Two toothed wheels A and B, arranged as they are shewn in this figure, will 

produce an alternate motion, of which the alternations, their extent and velocity, 
1nay be infinitely varied, either by altering the ratio of their diameters, 01· the 
proportions and arrangement of their several parts. These motions may, however, 
be accurately produced hy the arrangement shewn in the figure A 7. 

The combinations shewn in the figures S 7 and T 7 are of the same nature. 
An instance of this description of alternate motion may be seen in plate 21, vol. L 
of the plates of manufactures of the French Encyclopedie. 

U 7. Plan and Elevation. 

In the plan of this figure a b  c is a flat circular ring, which has a small portion 
cut away, and which has a continuous s.eries of teeth formed both on its outer and 
inner edges ; the portion of the ring which is cut away is of sufficient width to 
allow the pinion d to pass freely from the outer edge to the inner, and after 
having made the circuit of the inner edge, to pass at its opposite extre1nity again 
to its outer edge, and the ring is fixed to the circular disk or plate D, which has 

a motion on iL,;; axis. 
The pinion D has a motion on its axis, and this bas also a liberty of motion in 

the groove n m ;  two springs p and q act alternately on the projecting stop!- or 
detents r anJ s, anJ so determine the quantity of the altt>rnate circular motion of 
the di!,k D ;  this is a modification of the arrangemt>nt shewn in the figure P 7. 
Tlae alternate circular motion of the disk D is used as .. an intermediat(' motion to 
procl11c-e the alternate rectilinear motion of the point F:  this is effected by means 
of an endie�s rope which passes round the disk, and ove1· the two fixed pullies S 
a111l 1'. Thi� example in strict propriety belongs to Section IX : we i11tr01lnce 
it h'-'re a<1 a ju<licious 1nethod of using an intermediate motion ; and lo shew the 

analogy ,vhich exiists between this and the subject described in P 7. 
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It w·ould be difficult in practice to make the ·pinion d work with equal facility 
on the interior and exterior edges of the ring on account of the difference·in their 
t�cth : this difficulty may however be avoided in a g-reat degree, by placing two 
pinions d one above lhc other on the same axis, and making a corresponding 
separation between the planes of the interior and exterio1· teeth ; so that they shall 
act only on their respective pinions, as is shewn in the elevation of the figure. 

A 71 Plate 4. 

·,ve ha,·c here combined two well-known methods of converting direct circular 
1notion into alternate rcctilinea1· motion, by using a bent axle, or a circular plane 
inclined to ils axis of rotation. �'1. Prony gives a theory of bent-axles in the 
Journal des l\lines. 

J n the fourth volume, No. 266 of l\1emoires approuvces par l'Acadcmie, we 
find an application of this axle to the motion of a piston by l\f. La.csson. The 
author g·ives a very simple mode of constructing an axle of which the crank may 
be lengthened or shortened at pleasure. 

In Leupold's Theatrum Machinarum Hydraulicarum, vol. ii. pl. 36, fig. I & 2 ;  
and in  Ramelli's work, entitled-Le diverse et artificiose l\1achine <lei Capitano 
Agostino Ramelli, &c. a Parigi, 1588, ·figure 57.-'l'his met.hod of the inclined 
circle is applied ns a motion for pump pistons. Au hydraulic wheel turns a 
vertical axle which carries an inclined circular plane ; the vertical piston rods 
have projecting· arms with friction rollers, ·which are supported by the edge of 
the inclined plane : in this way· the circular motion of the vertical a:xle of the 
water-wheel produces the required alternate rectilinear movements of the pump 
pistons. The vertical position of the piston rods is provided for by grooves with 
friction rollers. A second projecting arm from the piston rod, which applies 
itself to the under side of the inclined revolving plane, operates to assist the de• 
scent of the piston and to equalize the motion. 

B 71• · 

The large wheel R revolves on its axle, and three rollers m n p, are placed on it-s 
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su1face: a bent lever P G  H, the arms of which are set at right angles with each 
other, carries a roller p at the extremity P of the arm PG, the action of a 
spring or weight applied to the extremity H of the other ann tends to give the 
roller p a constant bearing against the 1·ollers m, n, p, which will therefore, by 
the rotation of the wheel R, act. in succession on it and cause the alternate circular 
motion of H ;  this will consequently belong to Section IX. : the alternate circular 
motion may be converted into alternate rectilinear by means of a fixed pulley f. 
This motion has been applied by l\'I. Genssane to the construction of a contrivance 
which he used as a substitute for lever handles. See l\,fachines approuvees par 
l'Academie des Sciences, Vol. vii. No. 442. 

C ,.,,' ,. . 

S is a fly-wheel carrying a pinion p ;  P and Q are two toothed wheels acting 
on each other, and P is also driven by the pinion p ;  n m, s t, are two lever 
handles set on the axes of the wheels P and Q ;  m f, s g, are two rods both the 
ends of which have free motion, and they are connected by a cross bar f g with 
the vertical and larger rod H It, to which they communicate an alternate recti
linear motion during the regular action of the fly-wheel S :-the 1notion is 
reciprocal. 

The application of this movement may be seen in a mernoir on a new steam 
engine invented by Cartwright, and inserted in the first number of Les Annales 
des Arts et l\,fanufactures. Two pins might be fixed on the peripheries of the 
wheels P and Q instead of the lever handles; but they are retained for the greater 
facility of construction. In No. 25 of the same Journal the Editor proposes a 
new stea1n engine, in which he adopts Cartwright's fly-wheel instead of a 

beam. 
D 71• Plan and side Elevation. 

S is a fly-wheel, on one extremity of the axis of which nre fixed two ratchet 
wheels R R ;  within these, two toothed wheels are fitted on the samP a:xis, but 
remain at liberty to turn .independently on it. Each of these has a click p, 
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which is placed in the same direction on each, and on the out.er face, so that 

they act upon the ratchets only by turning in opposite <lfrrctionse; P Q is a large 
bar which slides between two clips, and dividing itself into two parallel pieces 
forms a frame furnished on the inner edge of each side with a rack f g and h i ;  
these are not situated in the same plane, the rack f g being a little distance behind 
tJ1e plane of h i, so that h i  acts on the wheel l\f, and f g on N. If we suppose 

the bar P Q to move from Q towards P, the rack h i  will be brought to act on 
the wheel 1\11 by the effect of its click p, and will communicate a rotatm·y motion 

to the fly-wheel in the direction shewn by the dart in the figure ; the rack f g 
will at the same time act on the wheel N in ihe opposite direction ; but the 
click of the ratchet belonging to N does not hold the ratchet during the upward 
motion of the rack fg; the wheel N will pass round on the axle indepenclently, 

nnd will not therefore impede the progress of the fly-wheel in the direction already 

given it by the action of the wheel M. \Vhen the frame returns from P towards 

Q in its descend1ng stroke, the click of the ratchet belonging to the wheel N is 
in action, and operates to hold the wheel N, so that the rack fg turns it together 
with the fly-wheel, in the direction shewn by the dart as before. If one of these wheels 
M or N, together with its rack were omitted, the direct motion of the fly-wheel 

-would nevertheless continue as in the movement G 9 ;  but as the action of the 

1uoving power upon the fly is in that case unequal, the mechanism in the state 

here .described is preferable. No reciprocal action takes place in this instance. 

O B SE R VA TION. 

IF a wheel ha,·ioe; a constant motion in one direction by the action of any 
mover, receives another wheel on its axis which is held there by its friction only, 
being capable of motion on the axis independent of the first, any method which 
might be invented for alternately attaching and disengaging the first wheel, 

might also be used either to communicate to the latter the action of the mover, 

or to withdraw it from such action ; in the latter case, it will remain at rest, if 

by its inertia, or the resistance it is enabled to offer to the second wheel, it 

could overcome its friction ; or it will obey the action ofany other power tending 
_e
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to give it motion. It is thus we are enabled to susp{\nd the operation of a 

1nachine, without the necessity of interrupting the action of the first mover, 

or to withdraw it from the action of the original rnover, in order to connect 

it with !Some other. \Ve find this occur in the action of bells. °\'Ve shall 

give an account of some ingenious methods of releasing the rarn of the 

pile driving engine, although we consider the arrangement shewn in the 
figure I 7' as the mdst simple and effective, and one which may be univer
sally adopted with advantage. \Ve shall however first shew the methods 

which may be employed, 1st to check the motion of the machine while the 

action of the mover is suspended, without subjecting it at the same time to 

any effects of resistance ; 2nd, to avoid the accidents which so frequently 

occur in all machines which are required to produce great power, such for 

exa1nple, as capsterns, presses, the machines used fo1· cleansing harbours, &c. &c. 

whenever from violent shocks or other causes the resistance causes a retrograde 
1notion upon the mover, and communicates . it to the machine, or when the 

cables, chains, &c. by means of which the action of the machine is trans
mitted to the resistance, happen to meet with fracture or derangement, and 

the machinery thereby acquires a greatly accelerated movement in that di

rection ; 3rd, to avoid the vexatious consequences which result from such 

derangement in any part of the machine, whether from natural obstacles or 
such as accident or ignorance may occasion, as place the resistance beyond 
the powers of the nu\chine to overcome. 

In order to check the motion or action of the machine, during the sus
pem,ion of the action of, the first mover upon it, without subjecting it at the 

same time to the eftects of the resistance, it is ui,ual to employ a ratchet 
wheel with a click ·which puts it in action, while it operates to check the 

action of the moYer in a gradual manner, as is effected in the ordinary 

n1ethods of working the capstern, &c. &c.* 

• In the 14th Report of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &e. for 1815, we find the descrip
forn of a very singular click and ratchet movem..,nt, invented by M. Dobo ; M. Borgnis, in his work 
entitled " Traite de la composition des Machines,'' places it as the 17th variety, 4th speci�s, 1st ge11us1 

2nd class, 5th order�Regulators. 

11 
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'\Vhen the resistance is thrown on the mover, the retrograde motion of the 
machine ge1ierally produces so considerable a shock, that the attempt to 
counteract it by iulerposing any firm resistance similar to that produced by 
the common click and ratchet movement, beco,nes not merely useless, but 
evt·n dangerous ; in such cases, the most proper course, is to effect a gradual 
weakening of the shock, for which purpose no rnethod can be used which 

is in our opiniou so likely to be effective as the retarding force of friction, 
applied by a check or curb, either to the axis of rotation, or perhaps more 

advantageously to the surface of a drum or barrel of considerable size, fixed 
on that axis. An arrangement of this method is adopted in England for 
lowering heavy weights from considerable heights to which they have been 

r-aised by machinery ; this contrivance is curious and judicious ; its description 

is as follows. 

Let A Figure I of Plate 12, represent a toothed wheel, which is driven by 
a pinion B immediately connected with the moving power ; the weight to 

be operated upon is suspended at the extremity of the rope D, which passes 
over the fixed pulley shown in the figure, and returning thence is gathered 

up on the axis C of the wheel A ; t represents one of the pivots of that 

wheel ; the check is composed of the lever m n, moving on its point of ro� 

tation or fulcrum q ; to the longer arm m q is fixed the pad or cushion p, 
this presents a concave surface to the axis C, on which it may be pressed, 
by the lever, the counterpoise H serves to raise it from the axis, and the check 

pin shown at r, stops it  at a convenient elevation. 
'\tVhen it is required to release the weight suspended by tl1e rope D, the 

pinion B must be withdrawn from the wheel A, or thrown out of gear, or 
it may be detached from the action of the n1oving power by the method I 7'; 
the weight will then be rapidly lowered, and when it has arrived within 3 or ,4 feet 

,Qf the ground, where from its accelerated velocity it  would be dashed to pieces, 

the operator presses down the lever by its extremity m,  with considerable force 
and so brings the cushion p to bear on the axis with so much friction as im
mediately to counteract and check the progress of the falling body. 

In a work entitled " Traite elementaire de Mineralogie," by M. Brongniart, 
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vol ii, page 302, ,,..e find the description of a drum-wheel, the motion of which 

may be instantly checked when circumstances require it, whatever n1ay be the 

effort of the moving powere: by means of a curb co1nposed of two stays or clips 
shnilar to that already described, and which together form a sort of large 

nippers, the spreading of the extremities of the arms of these clips or nippe1·s, 
renders it necessary to place a small capstern in the middle point of their separating 

distance ; this capstern is worked by the operator when he finds occasion to check 
the action of the machine. 

The following description will explain the method of tightening the curb. 

Let A, Figure 2, Plate 12, represent the drum-wheel set on the shaft or 
axis of the machine, this wheel bas on one of its ends a ratchet w·heel R, 
and it revolves on its axis in the direction indicated by the dart shewn in the 

figure ; m n is the lever of the curb ; p the cushion ; c c  a dick suspended 

by the rope f, to the extren1ity b of the lever a b, which moves on the 
point a, as a fulcrum, and rests by its arm on a small roller -which is fixed in 

the end m of the lever n m ; the timber frame F has a projecting point s, 

which prevents the click from 1ising or leaving its position, while the spring v 

acts to pres.s it forward to its operation on the ratchet-wheel, and by its 

cun'aturc, keeps it up to its proper bearing while it is in action. If the 

motion of the drum-wheel should be reversed the click will he drawn into 

immediate action on the ratchet-wheel, the levei· n m will operate to press 
the cushion p on the surface of the drum-wheel, and the n1otion of the 
machine will be checked without violent shock� and consequently with tho 
least possible inconvenieMce. 

Let us now suppose the machine to be rapidly drawn in the direction 
of its 1notion ; and (in order to avoid the unnecessary multiplication of figures) 

let the drum-wheel A in the same figure be imagined to turn ine· a contrary 

direction to that indicate<] by the dart ; it ·will be necessa1•y to suspend the 

action of the spring v on the click c c, by means of a pin, so as to allow 
it liberty of motion, and so that in case of any sudden and extraol'dinary 

acceleration, the check pin shall cease to act on the spring, and the action 

of the machine shall be checked as in the preceding case ; for this purpose 

ll 2 
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the regulator N 71 Plate 5, an<l the motion G 8, of the same plate may be 

used ; the wheel A of this motion represents the drum-wheel A of figure 2, 
a11d the spiudlc of the reg·ulator may be represented by the axis of the 
wheel B, of the figure G 8, Plate 5, and which should be placed in the 
upper part of the ,, heel A, figure 2. 

The tension ol the rope Q which communicates the action of the mover 
to the resistance, may also be applied to profitable use, by using i t  to keep 
tht> click c c  iu its detached situation with respect to the ratchet-wheel ; 
when in the event of the rope breakiug, the click will be instantly released 
frorn its detached position, and will be submitted to the action of the spring r, 
which forces the click into action with the ratchet-wheel ; the mcchanis1n of this 
contrivance will be less complicated than that of the preceding article, and its ac
tion quicker; it consists simply of a very small cord d cl, which is attached by one 

end to the lower part of the spring r, and by the other end to a sm_all bar g g, 
which �}ides between the clips g' g', the bar carries a small roller t, which is so 
adjusted that the rope Q rnay press strongly against it, the cord d d is extended 
between the bar g and the spring, by small rollers, as shewn in the figure; it will 

be evident that if the rope Q should be broken, the roller t will be instantly 

released from the pl'essure which enabled it to hold the click c c from il'>

action, the click will therefore as quickly be forced into immediate operation, 

on the ratchet, and the motion of the machine will be checke<l. 
1'11e machine represented in Fig;ure 3, Plate 12, is much used in the 

neighbourhood of Paris for the purpose of raising large masses of stone from 
the quarries. The celebrated machinist, M. Martin, considered that the 
adoption of this machine would prevent the disastrous accidents to which the 

workmen in that employment are so much exposed ; its construction is thus. 

A lever p q composed of a stout plank, is suspended on tbe fixed point a, 
as a fulcrum ; the shaft of the wheel A passes through the plank at the 

point c, and a cou11terpoise Q capahle of raising the wheel A is suspended 

at the extremity q ; the machine in this stale resembles in its general features 

the common steel-yard, on which the wheel A occupies the place of the 

mass to be weig·he<l, and in which thee· usual moveable weight is superseded 
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by the counterpoise Q ; in the arrangement of our n1achinc ho,vever, no equili

brium is produced, i t  being necessary that the counterpoise should exceed the 
load. BC is a strong upright.pillar, and f e an edge piece of timber which bas 

a motion on the point f as a centre, and carries the cushion q ;  e d i s  a bar either 
of wood or 1netal, having- motioa on the axis of rotation e and d ;  n n i s  the 

rope by which the 1nasses of stone are brought from the quarry- P ;  r i s  a ratchet 

wheel· fixed to the axis of the wheel A·, and r its click which i s  attached to the 

upright pillar D C. It will be evident that an upright piece corresponding with 

D E  1nust be placed on the opposite side of the wheel A, i n  order to support 

the axis of suspension a of the lever p q ; and also, that the latt�r must. be 

forked, and its sides at a sufficient distance to allow a space for the free passage 

of the wheel A. The mass required to be raised must be attached to one of the 
ends of the rope n n, and on the first action of the weight upon the wheel A i n· 

the direction indicated in the figure by the: dart, the short arm of the lever p q 
will descend, together with the wheel,. until the end p <l the lever i s  checked by 

some firm resisting obstacle; on which i t  will rest : the cushion p will .be raised, 

and the working of the machine will proceed without any interruption; i t  may 

however be suspended at  pleasure by means -of the ratchet. wheel, .and whenever · 

the rope n should happen t o- break, the wheel will instantly be raised by the 

action of the counterpoise Q, the cnshion q of the curb will descend and apply 

itself upon the <lrurn wheel, and the shock will be prevented. 
In Bailey's work already spoken of under the head E 1:1·, ,ve find in thet· first 

volu1ne page 146, the descritption of a crane invented by Mr. Pinchbeck. In 

this 1nachine a curb i s  brought into· actiont· for the same purpose, but the rne

chanism i s  much too complex for general adoption; even if i t  were fully equal to 

the propo:'!c<l ohject. The rnover which operates to  press the curb against the 
wheel, is the action of large bellows which are worked hy niachinery. 

,vheneyer the resistance of a machine exceeds a determined limit, the action 

of the mr:>ver 1nay be checked in the following-manner:-

ln the figure 4, plate 12, the lower or shaded- figure represents a lon�itu<linal 

section of the parts of the arrangetment to be described, and the three upper or 

outli11e figures, transverse sections of different portionts of the san\c. 
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Let M be the axis or spindle acted on by the moving power, and N that which 
is connected with all the other parts of the machinee: now it is required that 
whenever the resistance encountered by the machine exceeds tlie assigned limits, 
its safety shall he secured hy the facility of checking it without the necessity of 
interrupting either the action of the moving power, or the connection between 
the two axes M and N. 

A A is a circular plate of iron fixed upon the spindle N:  the surface which is 
turned towards N is flat, but on the opposite side are formed the two projecting 
rings n n and m m. 

B B  is a second circular plate of iron--0n the side nearest to the plate A is 
formed a projecting ring p, which fits easily into the cavity formed between the 
plate A and the piece b ;  on the opposite side are two projecting pieces aa, 
intended to act against the projections ss of the piece C ;  and a strong projecting 
stud b, which extends beyond the opposite surface, enters the space formed 
by the ring or circular �pring D D; performing the office of the curb. 

D D, is a ring or circular spring which clips or holds upon the neck formed by 
the edge of tl1e plate A and its projecting ring m m  ; this ring or curb may be 
closed or tightened at pleasure by means of the key E, (see the upper or outline 
figures) and consequently will encrease or diminish the friction, according to the 
required or convenient degree of resistance, in order that the motion of the spindle 
N shall be stopped while that of M shall remain at liberty to proceed. \Vhen 
the comrnunication between M and N is completed, by means of the piece C 
which turns with it, and is at liberty to slide in the direction of its axis, (as in 
the wheel C of the figure I 71, plate 4.) ; the pr�jecting teeth ss act on the pro
jections aa, the piece B and the curb are in action, and the whole moves together. 
,vhcn the piece C is withdrawn fro1n the piece B, the connectione· of the pro
jections ss  and a a  ceases ; and whatever may be the resistance of N, the action 
of the moving power on the machine is suspended. 

I t  is evident that if the key E be firmly closed., and the communication between 
the two axes be completed by advancing the piece C as directed, the axes l\f 
and N will act conjointly as if composed of one piece ; but if by withdrawing the 
piece C, we detach tbcn1 completely, the axis �I will in its retiring motion tuk• 
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with it the piece B and the,> curb DD, but the axis N will re1nain at rest; there
fore if the key E he just closed so 1nuch as that the axis N may be at libecty to 
turn, the object of the arrangement will be accomplished with facility. 

A Yery ingenious and important application of this mechanism has been made 
by M. Rettancourt in a machine constructed by him for cleansing the harbour 
of St. Petersburgh. 

In our article L 7', will also be found a method of securing a machine from 
any hurtful or inconvenient effect of the action of the moving power within certain. 
limits. 

E 71 
• 

A machine for· d1-i'ving piles invented by NI. Camus. 
The ram A is attached to the extremity of a rope which passes over the-

pullies B and C, and is afterwards wound on the vertical cylinder D, which with 
the lever I, compose the principal part of the machine : its action depends on. 
the manner in which this cylinder is arranged and acts with the capstem, of· 
which it forms a part; the capstern and the cylinder at·e of the sa1ne diameter aucl 
are set on the same axis; the cylinder should be encircled or bound with an iron 
strap E F, from• which should project two or four points or pins also of iron. 

The capsten1 G supports the lever. H I, which carries a curvecl piece or heel 
F, which applies one of its ends against the cylinder; and the other end is attached 
to the capstern by a joint or hinge, so that i t  may be lowered by pressing upon 
its extremity I, and raised or kept up to its position. by  the spring L. Ther· 
machine is put in action by applying the power of men to the horizontal levers 
0, 1\1, N, P, who by their means tun1 the capstern G, and also the cylinder D, 
which is attached to the capstern by the lever F l  applied to one of its iron 
pins ; in this n1anner the rope by which the- ram- is suspended is wound . up on 
the cylinder, and the ram-is raised the height of the upright frame V y-. \Vhen 
it has arrived at its greatest height, the man situated at the end of the bar N, 
presses-on the end l of the lever I F  and forces it dow,n; the iron pin of the· 
cylinder which was held by the heel· F of the lever being thus. released, the cy

linder is at liberty, and the ram by its gravity rapidly unwinds the rope- from ita 
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surface and descends; the le,·cr I F  1s now released fro1n the pressure which 

held i t  clear of the cylinder, and the action of the spring L raises it to its former 
position, the heel F becomes again engaged with one of the pins of the cylinder 
which is thus again connected with the capstern, and the operation is repeated. 

,ye may here observe that the ram of this engine, and all those which carry the 
�uspcnding rope with them in their fall, lose a considerable portion of their mo

mP-nlum by that circumstance. 
(I•' i'.) 

The upper figure of the ,·1ew of this machine represents a si<le cleYatione; 
:\ nd the lower figure an horizontal plan of t.he central part of it. 

An iron spindle p q, turning constantly in the same direction, is shewn iii 
the side elevatione: this is moved either by the power of men whose action is 
applied to the bars of a capstern, or by any other suitable movere: it passes 

through two drums or cylinders of wood A and B which are not fixed to the 
spindle, but are fitted ca.c;ily upon it. 

'l'he lower drum or cylinder A rests on the bottom board or floor of the 

machinee: it is formed at its upper part of two rising surfaces a b  c, a'b1 c', one 
of them on the exterior of the figure, the other on the interior, each making 
one turn of its circumference, similar to a hollow screw, or an open au<l winding 
staircase formd of one continuous inclined plane. These surfaces are so arranged 

that each has its origin a and a', and also its te1·mination, at the two extremities 

of the same diameter. This lowe1· drum A has a ratchet wheel r, and a click s 

(shewn in the lower fig·ure) which acts to prevent the ratchet from turning in the 
clirection of the moving power. 

The upper drum B is hollow, and is furnished with two vertical arms or bars 
TI m, each having a small roJlel· at its lower extremity, the length of the bars is 
equal to the height of the lower d1·um ; the upper drum is supported by these 

rollers upon the inclined or spiral surfaces formed on the lower drum, and by 
which it always preserves an horizontal position. The upper drum also carries a 

,troug bar of iron terminating at the height of the lowm· surface, and its outei· 

1>1.irface is grooved to receive the suspending rope of the ram. 
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,vhen the rollers of the ar1ns n m are situated at the co1nmencement of the 

inclined planes of the lower drum, the upper drum is at its lowest position or 

point of descent, and if it is then turned in the contrary direct.ion to that which 

we suppose the 1noving power to take, that is to say, in the direction c b a, the 
two rollers will meet the heads of the rising planes and oblige the drum A to 
tun1 in the same direction. But if B be made to turn in the direction of the 

n1over, A will remain at rest, and B, turning by n1eans of its rollers upon the 

inclined planes will be raised to their height. 

The iron spindle p q, has a strong cross-piece i i' also of iron, placed so that 

it nearly touches the upper part of the cavity of the drum B when it is situated 

in its lowest position. 

This description being clearly understood, the 1node of producing an alternate 

rectilinear motion from the direct circular motion produced by the moving power 
upon the spindle p q, may he explained in few words. ,ve will suppose 1st 
the drum B to be placed at its maximum of descent-2nd the cross-bar i i, in 
contact and ready to act on the upright bar t-3rd the ram M, resting· on 

the head of the pile-and 4th the rope d d' in a state of tension; the spindle p q 

will in its own rotatory motion carry with it the drum B ;  this will raise the 
ram of the engine to an height equal to the circumference of the drum ; 

the bar t will then pass the c1·oss-bar i i, and the drum B, thus subjected to the 

effect of the ram l\'I, will turn rapidly in the opposite direction and suffer it 

to fall. The drum B will consequently have an alternate circular 1notion while 
the ram 1\-1 will have an alternate rectilinear motion, and it will traverse a space 
equal to the cit·cumference of the drum B. 

If all the parts of the machine be supposed in their original positions, and the 

lower dru1n A be turned half a revolution, in the opposite direction to that of 

the mover ; in this case, when the upper drum B has also 1nade half a revolution, 

the ram 1\1 will falle; the extent of the circular oscillations of the drum B, and 

those of the ram will be thereby reduced one half. 

This very ingenious mechaui1,m admits of firmness and simplicity of construe• 
tion, and possesses, as we have shewn, the further advantage of allowing the 

J 
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ramto traverse any required distance from the smallest to a quantity equal to 
the circumference oft.he drum B. 

G 7'. 

This figure includes two views of the machine-one a front, the other a side 
elevation, the same parts being respectively marked with the same letters of 
reference. 

A B is a spindle which is turned by the moving power always in the same 
direction ; the wheel C, grooved on the edge, fits easily on the spindle A B so 
as to be al liberty to revolve with friction, but is not allowed to traverse on the 
spindlee; on one of its faces is fixed a check-pin s ;  n m is an elastic bar or arm 
fixed to the spindle A B ; r is an inclined plane placed a small·distance beyond the 
circle C, and in the same plane ; the rope c t  has one end fixed in the grooved 
edge of the wheel C, and the other is attached to the flail or beater p q, which. 
moves easily on the pivot p. 

When the spindle A B  revolves, the elastic bar n m  meets the check-pin s, 
and obliges the circle C to revolve, which raises the beater p q :  the bar nm 
·also encounters the inclined plane r, and being thus forced from its contiguity 
to the circle C, suffers the check-pin s to pass; the circle C is immediately sub
jected to the action of gravity of the beater-which falls-and the process is 
repeated. 

This arrangement, which is in reality but a modification of that r.hewn in our 
figure E 7', bas been applied by l\f. Dubuisson to a machine for beating or 
pounding plaster: a descripti�nem,ay be seen in the " Collection des l\ilachines . 
approuvees par l'Academie des Sciences." Vol. vi. No. 407. 

'fhe following description of this machine is extracted from the report made 
by Messrs. Prony and l\folard, upon proposals relative to the re-establishment 
of the machine of 1.VIarJy: printed by order of the National Convention at Par.is, 
in the third year of the French Republic. 
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l>ESCRIPTIOK OF WHITE'S MACHINE. 

Page l!>-The following is a description of the detent wheels : " The piece A 
is fixed to a spindle which revolves constantly in the same directioni; and the 
wheel B is fitted on the spindle so as to be capable of being turned upon it with 

friction, in the contrary direction. This wheel is furnished with a detent C, to 
which the piece A catches, and thus elevates the chain D, to which one of the 
pump pistons is attachedi: this continues to rise until the detent C arrives at and 
preises upon the check-pin E ;  the piece A is im1nediately released from the 
detent, and the piston which is attached to the chain D descends by its gravity, 
at the same tinre causing the wheel B to revoh·e on the spindle in its reverse 
direction." 

I 7'. 

A B  is a spindle, which ,ve will suppose to revolve constantly in the same di
rection by the action of any moving power ; C is a toothed wheel which is fitted 
on the spinde A B so as to have the liberty of revolving on it with moderate 
friction ; and a b  are two mortice holes to receive the check-pins m and n ;  D is 
another circle or wheel also fitted easily on the portion p q of the spindle A B. 

which instead of being circular as in its other parts, is there made quadrangular. 
The two check-pins m and n, are fixed on this wheel ; and the forked lever fh, 
is used on the fulcrum r to force it to or from the wheel C, and consequently to 
place the check-pins m and n into their respective mortice holes, or to withdraw 
them at pleasure. 

Every part of the machine being situated as represented in the figure, it will 
appear that the wheel C may either re1nain in a state of rest, during the action 
of the spindle A B, being prevented frotn accompanying it in its rotation by some 
external check : or it may obey the action of another mover which shall urge 
its rotation iu a direction contrary to that of the spindle A B ;  in short, it  may be 
considered as really independent of the motion of the spindle, except insomuch 

' 2 
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as it is connecte<l with it by the quantity of friction with which it is fitted to i t :  
but if, by means of the lever fh the wheel D is move<l so as to force the check
pins m and n into the mortice holes of C, the latter will necessarily obey the 
action of the spindle A B, until D, with its pins m and n, are again withdra,n1 
from C, aucl so on. The action of the spring c is upon the extremity h of the 
forked lever, lending to withdraw the wlieel D from C ;  the detent st, of which 
both a plan and profile are shewn in the figure, moves on the axis i, the check e 
on one side, and the $pring k on the other, determine the direction, and limit 
the extent of its movement ;  if the forked lever be turned so as to perfect the 
communication between the wheels C and D, the spring will be checked by the 

<letent. VVhen it is required to detach the machine from the action of the mover, 
a slight pressure must be made on the exb-emity t of the detent, the spring e 
will act on the end h of the lever, the wheel D will be withdrawn, and the re

quired suspension effected. 
1'his moue of checking the action of a machine may be practically applied to 

several useful pl1rposes, as for example : to stop a mechanical operation at a 
required time without the necessity of personal attendance, in the working of 
mills when the opcratiof.l of grinding is complete ; or in the weaving-loom, when 
the flight of the shuttle is accidentally interrupted. 

The first-mentioned of these objects presents no difficulty in the application : it  
will be merely required to ai·range the weight of a repeating watch so as to act 

on the extremity t of the detent, which may for this purpose be rendered deli

cately sensible. 
In mill work, the machinery may be stopped when the required operation is 

complete<l, making use of the last-mentioned contrivance-to call the attention 
of the operator to the necessary adju�tment of the detent. 

In the operations of weaving, accidental interruptions of the shuttle are of fre
quent recurrence, by the breaking of a thread, or other unforeseen circumstances. 
To prevent the disorder which must otherwise be the consequence of such acci
dents, the following appl_ication of this contrivance is made.-The shuttle frame· 
traverses with an alternate circular movement, (see the Section A, Figure T, in 
the comparqnent K 71, pl. 4.) its axis of 1·otation being in c passing through the 
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lo,rer framing of the loom, the alternate circular motion of the frame should not 
be equable, its velocity being rcqnircd to decrease as it approaches the extremity 
a of the arc a b, described by its motion ; we will suppose this extremity of the 
arc to be on the side nearest to the large roller, and that the decreased velocity 
at that point is required to allow sufficient time for the shuttle to pass fro1n one 
siue of the frarne to the other.., according to the width of the loom, and the velocity 
of the frame is required to be more or less accelerated as it approaches the ex
tremity b of the arc, in order to strike the woof. Let an i1:on rod extend the 
whole leng·th of the frame, having a free motion on its axis p, and at each end 
a bent lever n, p, m, r, which by the action of a spring placed. near the middle 
of the bar, are constantly pressed forward so·as to occupy the situations n' p' m' r� 
while the shuttle, on arriYing at the points which it occupies at each alternation 
of rcpo:;e will force thern back to their fi1'.St-described po�ition n, p, m, r, i t  will 
be seen that if the shuttle meets with no interruption in its course, but passes-
freely, the levers n p m  r will not meet the obstacles a and � when the frame by 
its alternate circular motion traverses the arc a b  to strike the woof; but, if  on 
the contrary i t  is interrupted in its passage, the levers which will then assume 
their second position n' p' m' r' will first 1neet the point or object .., which receding 
from its action, will descend, and acting on the extreinity t of the detent 
will effect the separation of the wheels C and D as already described, and they 
hnmediately afterward meet the fixed check B;  the action of the mover will be 
detached from the 1nachine, and- the frame will consec1uently not strike the woof,.. 
which was the object required. 

This motion I 7' makes an instantaneous com1nunicatron of' the action of the 
1nover to the machine, which is- in so1ne cases seriously inconvenient ; it n1ay 
be avoided in a considerable deg1·ee by the use of the 1nechanism. Fig·ure 4. 

The extreinely simple contrh,:ance of this subjeat (l 7') renders i t  useful· in 
1nill work to sui.pend the action of one of the stones of a 111ill where several sets 
of them. are worked- by one principal wheel, or where direct circular motion
is to he converted into alternate circular, as in  large flatting-mills, and indeed 
in ahnost every machine in which it is occasionally required to check the action: 
ef the works without interrupting the action of the moving power. 
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This is another modification of the preceding arrangement :-AB is a spindle 
which turns constantly in the same direction by the action of the moving power; 
the wheel C transfers the rotatory motion to the wheel D, which is fitted by 

friction only on the spindle E F ; a pin e projects from t�e face of the wheel D, 

and another projecting pin f is fixed in the spindle E F ;  the wheel D may be 
placed within the action of the pin f, 01· be 1·emoved from it by means of the 

lever P Q ; it will be evident by simple inspection of the figure that the action of 
the spindle E F may be suspended at pleasure by the requisite adjustment of the 
wheel D with respect to the pin f. 

L 7'. 

This machine is described in Les Memoires de l'lnstitut, and in Les Annales 
des Arts & l\fanufactures ; vol. xix. page 181. It is the invention of 1\1. Prony. 

The organization of bis machine consists in fact of an extremely ingenious ap
plication of the contrivance by which we detach, or communicate at pleasure the 

action of the moving power, and the axis of a wheel which is fitted on it by its 
friction, and reciprocally. 

A large horizontal wheel A B  is turned by the immediate action of the moving 
power, and drives in  contrary directions the two vertical wheels C and D, which 

are fitted by their friction only upon the horizontal spindle E F ;  the interior face 
of each of these wheels has a ratchet wheel n and m :  on one of the extremities 
of this spindle is fixed t.he wheel or pulley G, npon whid1 is coiled a rope or 
chain, to each end of which is suspended a bucket., as shewn in the figure. 

A frame a a  composed of two. iron bars, carries two ra.tchet wheels p and q, 
one at each of its extremities, and it is at. libcrt.y to slide back and forward on the 

square spindle E F by means of square boxes, which are fitted to, and slide 
upon it. 

It is evident that if the frame aa is pushed towards the end E ofthe horizontal 
spindle E F, the ro.tchct wheels q and n at that end of it, will be placed in 
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action, and the axis E F will then revolve in the same direction as the wheel 0,. 
but if the frame a a is pushed towards the end F of the horizontal spindle, the 
ratchet wheels p and m will be in action, and the axis EF will revolve in the 
direction of the wheel C, and one of the buckets which are attached to the chain 
will ascend, while the other will descend. All that now remains is to communi
cate this alternate movement to the frame a a, so that it shall take place imme
diately after tl1e rising bucket. has emptied itself into the trough ; and so that 
the chain of the rising vessel shall itself regulate the movement. 

The inventor effects this by placing an horizontal spindle S S below E F. 
and in a direction at right angles to it. This second spindle is of iron, and ha§ 
an ar1n x which projects upwards, and into the sliding boxes of the frame a a ;  
it has also a long upright arm h, which is surmounted by a weight of lead of 
lenticular form, and below are two flat pieces or feet s and t ; two forked pieces 
are placed near the extremity of the chain, just above the buckets, so as to act -in 
succession on the two levers M and. N. Those levers act upon the feet s and t; 
elevating them so that the upright bar h declines from a vertical position at the· 
moment when. the rising bucket .is completely emptied ; the weight P then 
produces a quick oscillatory. movement of the spindle S S, and its arm x drives 
the frame a a towards the eTid of the machine over which the weight P inclines, 
and retains its• position loug enough to produce the operation of the ratchet 
"'heels of that end of the spindle as already described. The spindle E F revolvei.·
in the contrary direction, and so on *. 

M. Prony has also contrived a very ingenious method of releasing the animal· 
used as the first mover, whenever the resistance is accidentally encreased. The 
tollowing description of it is inserted in Les Annales des-At-ts, vol. xix. p. 190. 

The traces l ,  l ,  I ,  figure f pass through the apertures 2, 2, in the yokes 4-, 4, 
which are attached to the levers 3, 3, this lever is set in the vertical spindle 
which gives motion to the machine;. the apertures 2, 2, have friction rollers. The 

• We find an application of this movement in a machine for rilling gun.barrds, inicnted by M. Jae. 
41uet; a description of which is given ini� Bulletin de la Sodete d'J::ocouragement, Sept. 1817. 

• 
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extremity of each trace terminates in a· loop which hangs on a sh11l or pin, fixed 

in the roller 5, which is moveable on pivots. A rope is coiled upon thjs roller 

which afterwards runs over the -pullies 6, 6, 6, and is finally attached to the 
weight 7. 

This weight, which may be varied at pleasure, will therefore regulate the re
sistance required to be opposed to the effort of the mover: thus-suppose this 
weight to have been fixed at 20 lbs. a11d that any obstruction took place in the 

working-part 01· wheel-work of the machine, it will follow that, without the 
assistance of this mechanism, the effort of the animal or mover would canse the 
derangement 01· destruction of the machinee; but as the effort of the mover ne
cessarily exceeds the regulating weight, the roller 5 will be forced to. de1-,cribe 
one-fourth of an entire rotation on its axise; the stnds or pins of this roller having 
thus left their former vertical posit.ion, the traces which were attached to the roller 

by them, will be allowed to slip off, the animal or mover will be liberated, and 

the machinery will suffel' no derangement. This method will also be found appli
cable to the purpose of preventing animals employed as first movers fron\ exerting 
more than a given quantity of power, which can be <let.ermined at pleasure by 
the previous adjustment of the counterpoising weight 7. 

l\11 71• Plate 5. 

In this figure which is a side elevation of the subject, a b  represents a vertical 

spindle which has a rotation on its axis, by the action of any mover applied at. a ;  
it.-, lower pivot rests on a block of wood e, this has two rollers which work in a 
groove or channel cut in the cross-piece n' m1 ; by this means the spindle a b  is 
broug·ht into contact with the two vertical wheels F and G alternately, and act 

upon them by an endless screw h. C and L are two c1·oss pieces which support 

the spindle ab, at the same time allowing itsufficient space for the vibratory motion 

given it by the piece e. On this piece may he observed two click pieces a' b', c cl 
tur11ing 011 the points a' and e, ,�hich as well as the two pins or ends b and cl 

which proceed from their extremities, are of sufficient extent to reach the surface 

of the metal piece u m  n. (For a more minute an<l distinct view of these parts 
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see the separate and enlarged figure m in the marg·in of the principal figure). 
This piece has an ilxis g f, from which at about the middle of its length, pro
ceed at right angles to its direction, the two forked branches i I, which are in
tended to conduct the ropes wh.ich support the buckets; and near the extremity 
g of the arm f g is fixed an upright arm carrying the weight P ; in the cross-piece 
will be observed two projecting pins x and y, having the quantity of their pro
jection equal to the thickness of the two click-pieces a' b', c d ;  two buckets arc 
attached to the ends of a rope which passes over the cylindrical backs of the 
toothed wheels F, G, taking one revolution on each. The action of the machine 
is ns follows:-

All the several parts of the machine being in the positions represented in the 
drawing, the upright arm u, after having pushed the pin a' towards the left, 
throws the endless screw h within the action of the toothed-wheel F, and the 
click piece a' b' falling by its own weight, comes in contact with the pin x, and 
throws the spindle and its endless screw into action with the wheel. When the 
projecting button s, which is placed a little above the bucket s, enters the forked 
piece l, the piece u n m  is obliged to revolve on its axis ; and the arm n, com
ing into contact with the pin b, disengages the click-piece before it reaches its 
horizontal positioni: but on the instant of its passing that position, the counterpois
ing weight P falling on the other side, the arm u presses on the pin c, and drives 
the vertical spindle within the action of the toothed wheel G, while the click
piece cd descends by its weight into contact with the pin y. The two cylinders 
on which are placed the wheels F and G, will therefore move in different direc• 
tions, and the bucket S will descend while the opposite bucket rises, ancl so on 
in succession. On the edge of each bucket. is a piece of ii·on which, when the 
vessel arrives at the proper height, receives a book which operates to overturn 
and empty it. This machine is invented by 1\:1. Bettancourt. 

ln a work entitled-Branca (Giovanni) le l\Iachine, volume nuovo e di molto. 
artificio del Signor G. Branca, ingigniero et architeta della santa casa di Lo
reto. Rome 1629, 4to. (Italian and Latin.) Figure 21. The author shews 
the application of two vertical face wheels fixed on the same axis, and placed 
opposite to each other ; a horizontal wheel turning constantly in the same di� 

ll 
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rection, is forced into action with the two wheels alternately, by an assistant. 
Thus communicating an alternate circular motion to the cornmon axis of the 
two vertical wheels; this n1ethod of converting the movement is applied in many 
different 1nachines. 

N I"'!/I • 

In this an-angernent it will be observed that, in proportion as the rotatory 
n1otion of the spindle a b  en creases or diminishes, the weights p and q are driven 
from, or suffered to approach the axis of the spindle by their centrifugal motion, 
and the cap r, which fits easily on the spindle, rises or falls upon it ; the action 
ofa steam valve rn, is 1nade to depend on this vertical movement of the cap, and 
the machine by this rneans preserves nearly an uniform velocity although the re
sistance be variable. ,ve have seen this conb"ivance used with great effect in 
England in a wiud-mill for the purpose of raising the upper mill-stone, when 
its velocity becomes too great, and to prevent the meal from being improperly 
heated. The singular ingenuity of this application will rende1· an account of 
it interesting. 

The upper mill-stone A, (figure n 71.) receives its movement from the upper 
side, as in the usual construction of wind-mills. The stone is supported by the 
axis a b  which rests on the block C, fixed to the beam D E. Upon the spindle 
is fixed the cap f g, which canies four arms fo1· the purpose of receiving the stems 
of four iron balls h, i, k, I, each from four to five pounds weight;  from the upper 
part of the stems four arms descend and support the piece F, which is at liberty 
to slide easily the entire length of the spindle; a groove is cut on the edge of 
the piece F, to receive the forked end of the lever d, e, to the other end 1n of 
which is suspended one extremity of the bearn D E, its other end being sup
ported by the jointed bolt n. 

It will be evident that the arrangement of balls, here described, will revolve 
about the axis, with the motion of the upper 1ni\l-stone, and that in proportion 
as 1he force of the wind encreases the velocity of the mill, the balls will encrease 
their divcrgency from the axis; the piece F will descend, will consequently 
lower the extrernity d of.rthe lever d, e, m, which having the point e for a ful� 
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Crum will operate to raise the end E of the bearn DE, and consequently the 
upper mill-stone A. 

This rnechanis1n has been applied by 1\1. O'Reilly, iu his blowing engine.
Annales des Arts, vol. x. page 26. 

In Bockler's work, already mentioned, under the article E3, figure 19, we find the 
description of a mill which is put in motion by the action of ahorse : in this mill we 
1nay observe a piece of mechanism which is used for raising or lowering the upper 
mill-stone. This 1nechanism differs from that before described in that the leve1· 
d e  m, instead of being parallel to the beam DE, is placed perpendicular to i t ;  
and that its n1otion does not depend on the velocity of that of the mill. The 
author simply suspends a weight to the extremity d of the lever d m, and ·which 
he adjusts at pleasure as to its distance fro1n the point of rotation or fulc;rum e, 
( as in the case ofthe common steelyard) for the purpose of regulating the distance 
of the rnill-stones; but the interval remains uniformly the same so long as the 
position of the weight remains unaltered. In figure 47 of Bockler's work, he 
shews an application of the same 1nechanism to a water-mill. 

Ramelli, in his work already mentioned in out· Article A 7', figure 120, had 

before this made a similar application of this mechanism. 

0 7'. Plan and Elevation. 

The description of a mill which is worked by the operation of the flux and 
reflux of the tide, invented by Leslie of Logdon, is given in Les Annales 
des A1•ts et 1\-lanufactures, vol. x.xii, page 302. The operation of this mill 

being simply to convert an alten1ate rectilinear motion, into a direct circular 
n1otion, we shall merely insert its description as it is given in the work 

mentioned. 
Figure 1-1s a horizontal plan or section of the wheel, with its outer cover or 

case. 
Figure 2-Is a vet'lical section. 
a, represents the spindle or shaft of the wheel revolving on a pivot of c1netal 

which works in a bed of steel. 
K 2 
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b b, are wings of the wheel, a liltle inclined so as to admit the influx of the 
water in a spirn.l direction. 

c c, A drum or cylindl'ical case, within which the wheel revolves, leaving the 
smallest space possible between the partitions and the wings. 

d d d d-A second drum or case of larger diameter, placed above the wheel, 
and forming an npper structure to the drum cc, with which it is also connected. 

e e-rnoveahle shutters, opening on opposite sides : the first, which is on the 
side in the direction of the current, opens by the pressure of the current, and 
is stopped at its proper position for that purpose by an upright timber f ;  the 
shutter of the opposite side will of course be pressed by the action of the current 
in the opposite direction, and will therefore be closed by the same action which 
opened the first. The inverse of this operation will take place, when the water 
which has risen during the tide of flood or increase, seeks egress at the tide of 
ebbr: the dotted lines of the figure will sufficiently indicate this reverse movement. 

Now, let us suppose h h in figure 2, t.o represent the surface of a river or 
current which is at the level of the cover of the upper drum or compartment at 
the ebh-tide, so that there shall be the same quantity of water always acting on 
the wheel if the surface of the current should happen to be above the upper edge 
of that compartment, the water which runs above, even if elevated several feet, 
will not produce any greater effect than when it reaches but to the level of the 
cover. 

Let i i  represent the bed of the river, and if it has not sufficient depth, i t  may 
be en creased by digging•. The current penetrates the drurn by the opening e, 
causing the latter to rest itself against the cheek f, by this admission it passes to 
the lower side of the machine by traversing the spiral "ings of the mill, which 
are thus put in action by the impulsion of the current, and produce a rotatory 
motion of the vertical spindle ;  the current having passed through the machine 

• ,ve consider this practice as entirely inadmissible-for the resistance wllich the running ,vafer·win 
meet with from that portion of the column which is at rut, will climinish its velocity, or enn r�duce i.t 
alto&ether, 
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and reached the bottom, escapes by the opening or shutter k ;  this is the process 
during the tide of ebbi: 011 the contrary during the tide of flood, the shutters or 

openinp;s 1ne11tio11ed, (kand e) will close, and the opposite ones will be opened, 
by which the water or current will descend as before, and the wheel will continue 
to turn in the same direction whether the current be that of the ebb or flood. 
tide. 

The peculiar advantages of this wheel over those of other contrivances for tidt} 
mills are these :-

1st-It is to be preferred for a corn•mill on account of its velocity being more 
uniform, fro1n the circumstance of its motion being produced by the constant 
action of the sam-e quantity of water: 

2ndly-lt has the peculiarity of its motion being prod·uced constantly in the 
same direction; whether by the flux or 1:eflux, and in. a much 1nore sirnple manner 
than i.n other tide-mills. 

3rdly-The wheel being horizontal, it: isvery easy to adapt and fix any required 
wheel-work upon the spindle, the spindle being easily raised above the surface 
of the water. 

4thly-This wheel has a greater velocity with respect to tbe velocity of the 
acting current, than. other wheels of the same description; and this circumstance 
enables us to dismiss all the contrivances practised in the old wheels to counteract 
or diminish friction. 

\Vith respect to the construction, the inventor states that its simplicity is highly 
favourable to eeonomy in the first cost. 

,ve find descriptions of many different mills which. act by the san1e rnovini 
power, in l' Architecture Hydraulique de· Belidor, 

P 7i: .  Plan and Elevation, 

In the upper figure or elevation, A B represents a fixed vertical axis or pillar 
of very solid construction : it is surmounted by a toothed wheel C. A hollow 
cylinder D is placed· upon tlie axis, and rests upon a projecting le1lge at its 
lower part. Four crol,s_ pieces ab, c d, e r;  gh, proj_ect horizontally · from th�i· 

• 
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cylinder D, and are placed at rig11t angles with each othere; at the extreinity of 

each of these cross pieces or arms is suspended a commodious seat or chair; 
and upon the face of one of the arms (ab) is set a small toothed wheel D' re

volving on its axis, and working with tl1e wheel C. The wheel D has a small 
lever handle E fron1 the upper extrernity of which proceed four ropes, each of 

them passes over a small fixed pulley, and they are fastened at the extremities of 

thei1· respective arms. 

A person seated in one of these four chairs can easily communicate a direct 
circular motion to the sn1all wheel D1, by rneans of the rope, ·which passing over 
the pulley is situated directly in front of the seat, and by applying an alternate 

rectilinear action to that portion of the ropee* he will be himself carried round with 

a circular movement ·which will include the entire moveable part of the arrange

n1cnt of which he forms a part, and which will thus compose a sort of fly-wheel. 
It. will always be in his power to vary or rnodify at pleasure the velocity of this 

direct circular movement of the machine. 
If instead of one person, we suppose two, three, or four persons to be seated 

in the chairs, it will be necessary for them to apply the action in concert, so that 

they do not counteract each other. 

'fhis ingenious machine was invented by l\iI. 1\-Iarcel Cardinet, and was se

ctu·ed to him by brevet of invention or patent ; his object in the invention wai 
the material improvement of a popular amusement, by dispensing with the 

1nanual labour by which the 1nachine was then impelled, and affording the 

parties themselves the important advantage of regulating their velocity, and 
of stopping the motion of the machine at their pleasure. 

Before this application by 1\1. Car<linet, the same 1nechanis1n had heen applied 

to the construction of a watch by 1\1. Breguct, in which the regulating parts re

volved about an axis, under such an arrangement, that the relative positions of 
all its parts were continually changede; and this, as the inventor conceived, af

forded an effectual remedy for many serious inconveniencies and imperfections 

•� Similar to the action used in rowing. 

• 
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of watches of the 11s11al construction. The application of the idea to this practical 
purpose wa� worthy the reputation of an artist of his disting·uished meri t :  hut 

certainly the coincidence of invention does not lessen the merit or impeach the 
ingenuity of �I. Car<linet, who, as we fully believe, was unacquainted with l\'I. Bre

gnet's invention ; it affords a very remarkable instance of the relation which 
science establishes among branches of knowledge, where to superficial observers 
there seems no analogy. 

·Q -I • , Plate 1 1 . 

Let A represent the plan or upper side of a wheel having a ratchet wheel 

a b  c d on its face of the same diameter; e f and <l g are two arms, which are each 

at liberty to turn freely, hy one of their ends on the axis of the wheel A ;  f g and 
h g are two other arms forming with e f and d g an irregular quadrilateral 
figure, of which the angles at f and g are nearly right angles; the several ex
tremities of these arms are united by centre pins upon which they are at liberty 
to turn freely ; h i is an arm connected with the quadrilateral arrangement 

of bars already described,-hy its extremity h ;  the three arms h i, h f, and h g, 

are also held by a centre pin upon which they lrn,,e free motion ; the arrn h i 
passes through the clips .k and 1, and is therefore confined in its movements to 

the- direction in "hich they are placed ; the two arms e f and c g  carry two click 

pieces m and n, one of them placed to the right, the other to the left of the 

figure ; these two dick pieces are connected with the arms by hinges, and they· 
e11ter, and are kept to their action in the notches of the ratchet wheel, either by 
their own weight or by the operation of a spring. If now the arm h i be 

moved in the direction b i, the click piece m will act upon the ratchet wheel, 
and cause the wheel A to revolve in the direction indicated bv the dart in the 

figu1·e, while the click-piece n will slide over the teeth of the ratchet wheele; 
but if the arm h i  return from i towards h,. the dick-piece n will then net, 

while the other piece m will slide over the ratchet ; i11 each of these cases. the 
wheel A will revolve in the same dit'ection. 1'he alternate recti]illear mot;on of 
the arm h i  will thus be conycrted into the direct circular motion of th(' wheel A. 
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R 71• Plate 1 I. 

Let A represent a wheel from which there projects the six pins 1 . 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;  .
and hp  a horizontal bar supported by the rollers B and C; the bar h p  has a 
projecting piece DE, the length of which is equal to the distance d e, between 
the bar h p  and half the arc 1, 2, which separates the pins I and 2; F GI-I is a 
bent lever co1nposed of the two arms F G and G H placed at rig·ht angles to 
each other, this bent lever is at liberty to turn freely on the joint G, the length 
of the arm G H is equal to the radius of the cirdc A, the centre point G is 
situated in a line G K, drawn through the centre K and parallel to the bar h p, 
and the arm HG tends constantly to descend by its weight ;  f is a pin or check 
which is attached to the ba1· h p, the horizontal distance of this pin upon the bar, 
fro1n a vertical line drawn through the joint G, is equal to the distance D d. 
Now, if under these circumstances, the wheel A be made to turn in the direction 
indicated by the dart in the figure, the pin 1 acting against the projecting piece 
D E  will <lraw the bar h p  from h towards p, while the pin 5 will raise the bent 
tever F G lI ;  when the pin 1 arrives at the point e, its action on D E  will cease: 
the arm G F of the bent lever FG H is then in a vertical position, and will begin 
to act on tbe pin f of the bar hp, which will therefore make a retrogade hori
.zontal motion in the direction p h ;  when the pin 5 of the wheel A arrives at · 
-the position 6, it quits the arm G H of the bent lever, which falling by its 
weight rests on the pin 4 which is then in the position 5, the pin 6 at this time 
occupies the position 1,  and the same alternated motion is repeated, so that at 
each entire revolution of the wheel A, the bar h p  makes six movements to the 
.rig·ht, and six to the left. "\Ve find this contrivance adopted in a machine for 
-polishing clock springs, described by l\il. Thiout, in his Treatise de l'Horlogerie 
lVlccanique ctPratique; printed at Paris 17-41. Vol. i. pager85; the same work 
.nlso contains descriptions of several clock and watch scapements. 

S 71 and T 7'. Plate I I. 
1'hese two contrivances fo1· converting direct circular motion into alternate 

. ... 
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	difference of the circumferences of the two portions A and E of the roller; and it will also be evident that the difference may be made small at pleasure. The clcsc,·iption of a double capstern,produced by an application of this principle will be found in vol. xix, page 305 of Les Annales des Arts et Manufactures. 
	SECTION lV. 
	To con,vert a given direct and equable rectilinear motion, or the velocity of wliicli varies by a given law, into alternate circular motion of velocity similar to that of tl1e 1noving power, either equable or variable by a given law; and in tlte same, or in dijferent directions. 
	(A 4.) 
	IF direct reetilinear motion be converted into direct circular motion by any of the arrangements pointed out in Section 3rd, all the examples shewn in Section 9 will apply to this section. 
	(B 4.) 
	It has been proposed by l\'I. Perrault, of the Royal Academy of Sciences (Recueil des J\,Jachines approuvees par l'Academie des Sciences, Vol. i. Nos. 9 and IO,) to apply the fall of water as a mover for a pendulum clock. Without pledging our judgernent as to the usefulness or merit of his machine, we shall explain the organization he has adopted for converting the rectilinear directio11 ofthe moving power into an alternate circulaL· motion. 
	Water is made to fall, as at c in the figure, into the vessel d, whicl1 is constructed to turn or swing on an axis m, and is divided in the middle into two eqnal parts by a partition. \Vhen the base of this vessel is in an horizontal position, the water falls so as to divide itself equally by the partition before mentioned, and in any inclined position the whole quantity of falling water will be received by that side of the vessel which is elevated. In the position shewn by the fire, this entire quantity tS
	gu

	29 
	• 
	quantity of ,vater which produced the 1notion. The opposite side· fills in its turn, and bri,,gs the vessel into its first position, resting on the support g; andthe operation is repeated. 
	: 

	Problem.-To convert alternate circular motion into direct rectilinea1· motion. 
	Let AB of this figure be a lever turning about on an axis C, and F G an upright bar, which. is at liberty to rise and fall Łasily; and having a strait ratchet on each of its longitudinal edges. DE, DE are hvo small levers turning on pivots at D and D, and have theh· other , turned so as to engage in the teeth of the ratchet already meritioned. The alte1·nate circular motion of the lever A B will operate to raise the bar F G. l\f. Perrault, of the Royal
	extremities.EE

	· 
	Academy of Sciences, has applied a piece of mechanism of n1uch similitude to this, to the construction of an engine· for raising heavy weights. It will be found in.the Recueil des Machines approuvees par l'Academie, Vol. i. No. I. 
	(D4.) 
	A boat at anchor in the tniddle of a river, if held .by a cable of sufficient length, will move alternately from one bank of the river to the other, by means of its rudder: furnishing an instance of alternate circular motion from direct rectilinear : this is a well known contrivance, and is of frequent application. 
	(R 4.) 
	A sector of a circle Łurmounted with a sail, forming together a combination, the centre of gravity of which Łhall be situated considerably below the centre of 
	i oscillation, by means of the application of a C')Unterpoising weight, will swing to and fro continually, with an alternate circular motion produced from the impul!<ion of the wi{l(l upon the sail: this mode of applying the direct action of the wind has heen often proposNI, anil many models constructed on this principle may be foun1l in the Cnnservatory of l\'Iachincs of Paris; and in the work of 1\1. Alexander Bailey, which includes the description of 1nachines presented 
	, 
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	to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures of London: the application of this contrivance as a first rnover to an hydraulic machine by l\,f. Merryman, will be found in vol. i. pag·e J 5•4. 
	All 1nachines which are applied to the purposes of raising water by means of an oscillatory or alternate circular motion, communicated to the macl1ine by any power whatever, and which is applied to them exterio1ily, as are those for instance which are described in the Journal des Mines, No. 66, may be placed in this f out-th class. 
	The Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragemen�, for Augmt, 1811, No. 86, contains a description of a machine termed an Hydraulic Pendulum, by its inventor M. Boitias. M. Molard, in a report upon this machine, made by him to the Society in December 1808, and which is contained in the 54th Number of the work above 1nentioned, makes the following observation :-" With respect to the hydraulic pendulum, this machine 1nust not be confounded wiih a contrivance under the same name, described by Belidor, for the purpo
	,vater. It is a simple pendulum which receives its oscillatory movement by means of the current of a river, and with the additional aid of a counterpoising weight. 
	To produce this effect, the author has placed a float hoard of considerable size, 
	and mounted on a supporting pivot,at the lower extremity of the pendulum; it al• 
	te1·nately assumes the vertical and horizontal posit ion. In the first it dips into the 
	current and oheys its pressu1-e; in the second it obeys the effect of the counter• 
	poising weight, which bring·s it back to the position from which it set out, m 
	order to com,nence another oscillation ... 
	SECTION V. 
	-oen direct and equable rectilinear motion, or the velocity of which. varies by a giuPn law, into a direct curvlinear motion of velocit9 similar to that of the nioving power, either equable, or ,i,ariable by a g-i-oen lat0, and in the sarne, or in dYfer1;nt directions. 
	To convert a gi

	DIRECT rectilinear motion may be converted into direct circular motion by the 1nethods exhibited in Section Ill. ; and the arrangements shewn in Section X. will affol'd examples of the required conversion. 
	SECTION VI. 
	To con:oert a given direct, and equable rectilinear motion, or the 'Delocity of which -:,aries by a g-iven law, into an alternate curvlinear motion, of 'Oelocity similar to that of the moving power, either equable or variable by a given law, and in. the sa1ne, or in different directions. 
	DIRECT rectilinear motions may be converted into direct circular motions by any of the arrangements exhibited in Section Ill.; and then the examples of Section II. will afford instances of the required conversion. 
	SECTION VII. 
	To convert direct circular and equable circular motion, or the 'Oelocity of which "Caries by a gi'Oen law, into alternate rectilinear motion of velocity similar to that ofthe moving power either equable, or variable by a given law, and in the same, or in different directions. 
	(A7.) 
	. 

	LET A B DE, plate 2, he a wheel which is at liberty to revolve on its axis in the direction indicated by the letters AB DE with an uniform velocil)'; 
	32 
	m n is an index which is obliged to observe the same direction, while the extre• nait.y m follows the figure of a curve drawn on the �11rface of the wheel; the other extremity n, is also required to rnake a determined 11urnher of back and forward anotious of g·iveu extent; and returning with each revolution of the wheel to the sa1ne point frotn which the motion commenced, ancl this with a velocity either uniform, or which varies by a given law, or which is even en
	tirely arbitrary. 
	If the ratio of the velocities be uniform, or if they follow given laws, the curves which will be thus described will be determinate and easy of construction. On this subject a 1nemoir of M. Deparcieux may be consulted on the 1nechanical methods of describing those curves which occur in the construction of machines intended to move levers 01· balance wheels. It is printed in the memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences for 1747. 
	If the ratio of the velocities be arbitrary, a solution of the problem 1nay be y curved. Rectilinear polygons afford angles too acute-curvlinear ones are therefore to be preferred. 
	afforded by a great variety of curves; and by rectilinear polygons as well as b

	The application of this problem is of considerable use in the art of turning. 
	(B 7.) 
	This is a pal'licular case of the subject of the last problem, in which at each revolution of the wheel we obtain but a single alternate stroke, aud that an uuifonn motion. The curve being proportional and all its diameters equal, that circutnstance is rendered advantageously available by subjecting the motion of the rule or bar ab, to the curve, by means of two metal pins n m, which are fitted with friction rollers, against which the curye acts through its whole course. 
	The pieces which carry the threads in the bobbins of the silk-throwing machine of 1\1. Vaucanson, are put in motion by an application of this curve. It is also used in different hydraulic engines to afford an uniform motion to the pistons of pumps. 
	In the 23rd number of Les Annales des Arts et Manufactures, we find the description of a new spinning-wheel by 1\-lr. Antis, an Englishman, for which 
	33 
	the Society for the Encouragen1ent of Arts, &c. of London awarded a premium 
	t.o that gentleman. 
	C 7. Plan and Elevation. 
	· Let A B C in the plan of the figuce represent a plate of metal, through the thickness of which are cut the gŁooves or channels ab, cd, &c.: behind the plate ABC, and close to it, let us suppose a second plate NM (shewn in the elevation or upper figure); in this plate is cut, also through its thickness, the spiral channel indicated in the plan of the figure by the double dotted line, and described on the same principles as the curve of the preceding figure B 7 : it is evident that if the small cylindrical 
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	to the resistance, and whe1·e itis necessary to effect this Łith quickness and 
	bears 

	facility. Other applications of this contrivance be found in the Repertory of Arts and l\1anufactures, vol. xvii.; which contains the specification of a patent obtained by R. Brayshay-" for a machine for the purpose of gaining an increased 
	1nay 

	speed and power to all mechanical operation by land and water:" dated October 30th 1801 ; and No. lxxi of Les Annales des Arts, &c. by R O'Reilly. 
	F 
	• 
	(D 7.) 
	The ·wheel AB ( ofwhich the figure shews a side elevation) has its periphery 
	formed into le€'th of any figure at pleasure:_ the arm ab is made to press con• 
	01· the application of a weigl;t, and is at liberty to slide through the pieces c ande· d, while it pre• serves its perpendicular position with the plane of the wheel. If the wheel be turned, it will communicate to the arm ab, an alternate rectilinear motion,.which may be varied to suit the required purpose. It will not be difficult. to determine the fig·nre of the teeth upon the princiflles spoken of under the article (A 7). 
	stantly upon tlie teeth of the ·wheel by means either ofa spring 

	A very ingenious application of this motion has been made by lVL Zureda in his carding machine. The sa1ne rnotion has also been latterly applied to a machine for the manufacture of fishing lines. 
	Leupold, in his work " Theatrun1 l\'lachinannn 1-Jydraulicarum, vol. ii. p. 36. fig. 3, shews an application of this contriYance to a motion for pump pistons. The yertical a:xis of an horizontal hydraulic wheel carries another horizontal wheel, on the upper side of which are anang·ed seven inclined planes, forn1ing a kind of ratchet wheel, having the spaces or intervals between the teeth nearly equal to the base of the inclined planes which compose the wheele; the piston rods of the pump are fitted with pro
	(E 7.) 
	The circle A. of this fig,ire has a motion on its axis, and a projecting point or pin fixed on its face passes through the groove n m of the lever P Q, whose centre of motion is at R. It will result from this arra.ngernent that the direct and uniform circular motion of the wheel A will be converted into an alternate circular motion ; and the two extremities of the lever P Q will traverse with unequal velocities, and the machine will belong to the class of the ninth section. But if a portion of a toothed wh
	• 
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	By means of the simple fixed pulley G, and the rope Q G H fixed at Q andr
	_ 
	susta.inin•r the we also 
	wei,,.ht 
	H 
	obtain 
	an 
	alternate 
	rectilinea1· 
	motion 
	of 
	un• 

	0 0 
	equal velocity. 
	Another alternate rectilinear motion of unequal velocity will also be obtained by placing a pin or small cylinder at the inte,,section of the groove p q of the lever PQ, with a groove st described in the fixed bar X y, tlie cylinder so placed will have the required motion. 
	Les Annal� des Arts et Manufactures, vol. xv, page 119, contains an ap
	plication ofr. this motion to an improved machine for cutting ibe teeth of ,vheels. 
	(F 7.) 
	PLAN AND ELEVATION. 
	A is a wheel of which a portion only is toothed, and which turns constantly. in the same direction on a fixed centre; B C is a chase fiŁme, the two inner and opposite sides of which are formed into racks. To the ends oft.his frame are firmly attached the bars BS CT, which are at liberty to Łove to and fro within the clips p q, nm; the fra1ne with its two bars, which may thus be considered as one piece, thus acquire an alternate rectilinear motion by conversion, from the direct circular motion of the wheel A
	If the teeth of the wheel were infinitely small, they.ought to occupy one half of its periphery and the · remainder be left plain. The length of the two racks will be equal to half the periphery of the moving wheel, and their e,ctrernities 
	· 
	will be at cqu,il distances from the short sides or ends of the frame:rbut when the teeth of the wheel are of larger size, which must always be the cao;e in practice, the toothed portion of the wheel must be less than half its periphery; the racks 
	will be equal in length to the toothed portion of the wheel, and they will terminate at unequal distances fnu the ends of the frarne. · The number of teeth for the wheel is arbitrary, but great n1echanical precision i� required in the practical execution of this machine. 
	F 2 
	• 
	• 
	The teeth of the wheel �ud of the racks will be described with sufficient faciJity by r�ference to the instructions for that process given by 1\-l. Cann1s, in the: <ii. 
	second volume of his " Course de 1\-Iathematiques" 

	,vhen the portion of the wheel to be formed into teeth is determined on, and thence the length of the rack, and the situation of one of them, that situation of the other which shall afford the maximu1n effect in the entire machine may be easily detern1ined by trial: the theoretical discussion would lead us fro1n our view of the subject ·without affording adequate advantage. 
	Applications of this motion to the alternations of pu1np pistons may be found in the description of l\I. Aug·ur's pumps, (i\lachines approuvees par l' Academie des Sciences de Paris, Vol. iv, No. 223). 
	Examples of the conversion of a direct circular motion, into an alternate rectilinear rnotion, by 1neans of a wheel of which only a part is indented, and one or two racks; and also of the conYersiou of <lirect circular into alten1ate circular 1notion, may be found in the Repertory of Arts and l\<lanufactures, London, Vol. xii. page 145; in Berlhelot's work-lVIccanique appliquce aux Arts, aux
	.rmanufactures, a l'agriculture, a la guerre, vol. i. page 79; l\loulin apedale vol. ii. page 36; l\Iachine :l n1anege pour scier la pien·e, vol. ii, page 40; Scie a de-
	. . 
	bater le bois. 
	In the 1st volume of a work by J. Leupold, printed at Leipsic in 1724, entitled Thealrurn l\fachinan11n gcnerale, chap. 12, the author undertakes to shew five different 1nethods of converting direct circufar rnotion iuto alternate rectilinear. rst of these methods which he shews in plate 25, figure I of his work, corresponds with our arraugcrnent (F 7). This second method, j)late 25, fignre 2, is actually the same: the only observable difference is that the bar represented by TS in our figure· (F 7) is ver
	The fi

	• Further information on the subject may likewise be found ini" L•Essai sur l'Horfogerie," by F. Ber. thoud, Pa ;.is 1786, vol. ii, pŁgc J 3 ; the 4th l'Olume of fhc Fr<•nch Enr.ydopt;tli", article " Dent"; au<l th!! 1);:;serta.tious of M. de la Lande, in " Le Traite d' Horlogene de M. Le P.tul<;, 
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	to tbe piston of a pump: this application had already been made by Ramelli. The third method (figure 3, plate 25), <loes not. materially di!fer from the precedi••�e; it is in substance a lantern pii1ion, which is partly fitted with trundles, iustt>ad of a wheel partly indented, and the teeth of the rack arc rounded. The fourth method (.fig. 4) is composed of two vertical racks, ha Ying their flat si<les placed parallel to cac:h other, and their racked edges lying in the sa1ne direction. The upper extren1it
	.
	·

	in the segment of a wheel; the extremities of the segment are continued hori
	•zontally, and carry thŁ piston rods of two pumps. The desc1·iption we have here ginŁn will shŁw that the five supposed methods of Łhe a.nthor are reduced to one, the arrangement of which admits of but little modification. 
	·

	, la)•in!! asi,\e one of the two racks, and introducino· an entire toothed wheP1
	B,.

	J V Ł , 
	the alternal<! circular motion rnay be converted into an altenate rectilin<'ar 
	r

	mot:0>1. as will bf' shf',1n i11 our figure (l\iJ 17). This arrangement had long h<'en ap,)lif>d iu thP. prncc"ss of coining-for milling the e<lges of the pieces nuder opera,;on, l•nt its n-::Ł has si1ce been d_iscontiuued. 
	y

	A very simple and ingenious method of avoiding the loss of time which would 
	take place in this piece of mechanism at each change of direction of its motion, was invented by l\I. Doinet. An additional tooth marked a, in the fiŁ:n-e (F 7) is set on the wheel A, but below t.helevel of the other teeth of that wheel. An addit.ional tooth is also set on each rack, and in the same plane or level with the additional tooth of the wheel. The actiou of the tooth a, npon tŁ1e additional teeth of the racks operates to continue the 1notion of the b,u· TS <luritig the in• tcr\'al which elapses be
	1
	_

	In Bockler's work, already mentioned in speaking of our figure (E 3,) we find -the direct circular 1notion of a vertical spindle converted into an horizontal antl alternate rectilinear 1notion by the arrangement we have described in our account of F 7. A vertical spindle carries an horizontal lantern pinion, the trundles of which work into two rows of pins arranged upon the inner edges of a fame. which is thus substituted for the racked fra1ne of our figure. In Bockler's machine it n1ay be observed by figur
	r
	r

	rnechanism resembles that in common use in bell-hanging, for transferring alteruate rectiliueax 1notio11 frorn one apartment to another. I-le also shows other (lpplications of tuc same arrangement. 
	G i. Plan and Elevation. Plate 3. 
	111 this arrangement the farnc containiug the racks is 1na<le somewhat larger 
	r
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	than that of the preceding article, by having the racks the1nselves longer, so as to meet at the enJs, where they continue in a semicircular form, and the small wheel or pinion is completely toothed. It has been found necessa;ry to allow a sma\l late;·al motion to the rack-frame, which is given at the end of each alternation by means of two cross pieces ab, c �, in order to facilitate the change of direction of the rack. In general however, this motion involves considerable 
	difficulty in the practical execution; and it appears but little adapted lo produce any important effect. 
	In a report made hy l\Jessrs. Prony and l\follard, upon the methods proposed to replace the hydraulic n1achine of Marly, we find a n1achine projected by 
	l\1. \Yhite, in which this motion is introduced. 
	In Ilockler·s work-Theatrun1 l\fachinarum novum, &c. the sarne mechanism is applied to convert the direct circular rnotion of an horizontal spindle into an alternate and vertical rectilinear motion for pump pistonsr: Bockler's confrivance for equalizing the ,notion of the l'ack-frame does not appear of sufficient merit to recommend it to notice; but in the course of this work we shall introduce a. variety of 1nethocls for that purpose. 
	H 7. Plan and EleYation. 
	This is a modification of the motion shewn in F 7. In this machine the number 
	ofteeth in each rack is reduced to one, and those of the wheel are entirely super
	seded ; they are replaced by projecting arms, each having a small friction roller 
	at its outer extremity. It will be readily observed that this strait figure of the 
	teclh of the racks will occasion an irregularity in the rate of tl1eir alternate 
	movements; but the law of this velocity may c,ither be varied at pleasure, or 
	rendl'r<'!I uniform. hy making suitable figure. 
	the 
	teeth 
	of a 

	The co11!-1 n1ction of this 111achine is to be preferred to that of F 1: for all ar
	rangements which are Łxposed lo violent action, and to which small teeth of the 
	11 al form and dimensions would not offer sufficient resistance. The ,•ngine in 
	us

	_tlis f,1nn will be l"'-S costly in its original construction, and will he 1nadc with 
	1

	g,·eater _facility: repairs will also be more easily n1ade. 
	incic.lcnt.al 

	In the fi1·st volume of " Machines approuvees par I• Acadcmie des Sciences'\ we find this rnovement applied to the constrnctioniof a machine for sawing 1,;tone, &c.i; anJ ano1her application of it in the "Traitc de la Gravure a l'eau forte" of the old Encyclopedia. 
	. 
	·

	I 7. 
	In this fig·ure A represents a wheel which turns on its axis; n and tn two clips between which slides the ba1· P Q, with the attached cross-bar ll S; s is a pivot which is allowed to pass throug·h the groove p q. The circular motion of the wheel A will under this arrangement produce an alternate n1otion to the bar P Q. 
	This alternate rectilinear motion is very slow at its commencemel)t, but is accelerated as it approaches the middle of each alternation: it is evidently extremely simple and easy of construction. This is also a rnodificatiou of the a1·rangement shewn at F 7. 
	·

	In the first Yolume of " l\.fachines approuvees par l'Academie des Sciences", 
	this contrivance is applied to the construction of a machine for sawing n1arblc. 
	It is used in the ribbon weaving machine, to give the stroke for throwing the 
	shuttle; and is also sometimes used in domestic economy, in a 1nachine for 
	churning. 
	In the eighth volutne of the Repertory of Arts and l\fanufacturcs, we find thi!ll 
	movement adopted by .l\Jr. Bunting, in his calendering engine. 1-lis first mover 
	is a horse, which is applied to turn a vertical spindle; at the upper extremity of 
	this is a pinion which drives an horizontal wheel. The direct circular motion 
	of this wheel is converted into an alternate rectilinear motion .by the means al
	ready described ; the height of the arm which receives this niotion being inconve
	nient, the author transfers his alternate rectilinear motion to another arm lying 
	in a parallel direction to the first, and at the required height, hy means of an 
	intermediate alternate circular motion E 17. The polisher of his machine is 
	fixed to this second arm. 
	(K 7.) 
	The alternate rectilinear n1otion of the bar P QRS, figure I 7, ma) be readily 
	equalized by substituting a groove of the curve represented at p q in the figure, 
	for the strait groove pq, of the figu1·e I 7. 
	_ 
	The method of describing this curve is very simplei: the distance C s is divided into a certain number of equal parts, as for example six, sl, 12, 23, D is to be divided into a like number of equal parts. It is evident that the conditions of the problem will be obtained if that point of the bar P Q which corresponds with the point s of the figure be 1nade to coincide with the divisions 1, 2, 3, &c. of the radius s C, at the san1e time that the pivot s itself shall coincide with the corresponding diYisions 1
	34, 4-5, 5Ci; aud the quadrant s 

	L 7. 
	. In this figure a b is a vertical bar, which slides between the two rings n m ; a pestle is fixed on its lower end b, on one side of the bar is fixed a.. rack in which works the indented portion of the wheel A, the remaining part of which is without teeth. When the plain portion of the wheel is opposite to the rack of the bar, tŁe pestle P will fall by its own weight upon the body M : but if the wheel be made to turn in the direction of the dart in the figure, when the teeth arrive at the rack, and begin t
	and pounding hard substances. 
	in the same direction as the pinion A, either by a weight which shouldibe wound on its axle, or by 
	P, 
	attached 
	to 
	a 
	rope, 
	a 
	spiral 
	spring 
	: 
	the 
	direct 

	, 
	and the arrangement would be classed in Section 9. 
	This mechanism was applied to work the pistons of two pumps by De Caus, 
	G 
	an architect and engineer, and is described by hi1n, in a work entitled "A new invention for raising water above the level of its source, by rneans of certain hydraulic n1achines." Londo1.1, 164-¼. T.he author caused a vertical wheel having half its periphery indented, to turn by the i1n1nediate action of a ruoving power, and on the right and left of this wheel he placed two others of equal diamete1·, and ,vhich he supposed to be partially indented, but which 1night also be completely indented, according t
	we have before spoken of under the article A 7. This contrivance is a·pplied 
	to the same practical uses as that o_f the preceding article. 
	N7. 
	The circular 1notion of the wheel A communicates by the intermediate operation of the bar nm, an alternate rectilinear motion to the bar· p q, · which is allowed to slide between two clips, one of which is .shown in the· figul'e at t. If the wheel A be used as a fly wheel, the 1notions will be reciprocale. 
	The length of the alternate rectilinear stroke n1ade by the rod p q will be 1nore or less, in p:·oportion as the point of rotation m, is more 01· less distant fro1n the centre of the wheel A. 
	If the bar p q be taken away, a.nd the ba1· n 1n be made to pass through a circular opening which we will suppose to be made in the clip t, the bar 11 m will then have a compound alternate motion, similar to that of the bar rst volume of Bailey's description of l\lachiues, in folio, we find an account of a silk reel used in Italy; in which the g·nides receive their alternate and horizontal motion by an application of this contrivance ; the point marked m in our figure is supported by a frame which sJides i
	E F G, in ·our figure L 10. Plate 8. In the fi

	wheel is canied by a bar of wood having a sliding motion in a vertical piece which supports the wholee; a suspended weight acts constantly to draw the wheel A from that which is set on the spindle of the reel. 
	(0 7.) 
	A B in this figure represents a cylinder having a rotatory motion on ifs axis ; on the surface are cut two spiral channels or· grooves similar to 'those of a. screw, their paths round the cylinder are cut in opposite directions, so that they intersect twice in each revolution, and join or run into each other at each end of the cylinder ; C is a projecting piece accurately fitted to the 
	·
	·

	Łpiral grooves and is attached to the arm CD, which passes through a longitudinal 
	G2 
	groove or passage cut in the fixed cross-frame E F. Under tl1is arrangement the rotatory motion of the cylinder will produce the alternate motion of the piece C, by passing alternately from the first or direct spiral groove, to the second or reversed one. This motion is extremely ingenious, and is capable of extensive application; it was communicated to us by the inventor M. Zureda, a Spanish 
	mechanist of great professional merit. 
	P7. 
	A B is a cross frame in which a mortice p q is cut, and in this the spindle of the pinion n is at liberty to move freely. CD is a bar the periphery of which is formed into a continued rack and is driYen by the pinion, it is attached to the bar or piece which is to receive the alternate rectilinear motion, and the latte1· is made to slide through the clips a and b. "\Vhen the racked bar CD is carried by the action of the pinion to the extent of eilhcr of its sides, tl1e check-pieces ,,, and e act on the spri
	This movement is difficult of construction : it has been suggested as applicable 
	to machinery for cutting the tops of piles, but as the teeth of the pinion cannot 
	> 
	be made of sufficient strength for any engine in which great power is requiŁe<l

	we do not consider it proper for such pu1·po.ses. 
	.Plan and side Elevation-•. 
	Q 7
	. 

	A BC, in the plan of this figure, represents a flat circular ring, the inner edge of which is toothed ; D is a toothed wheel which works into the wheel ABC : its. diameter is equal to the radius of that wheel. The bent axle nm pq, revolves. on the centre of A BC; its extremity n supports the wheel D by its centre, while its other extremity p forms a handle, to which the moving power is applied to produce the rotation D; while this wheel revolves on its centre, and traYerscs the toothed inner edge of ABC, ea
	of 
	periphP.ry will 

	l';\cad. Vol. ix. page 389. 
	A model of tbis movement was presented at a late exhibition of pi'oductions of the National lndusti·y, by M. White .e. His description of it may be seen in les Annales des Arts, vol. xix. 
	R 7. 
	Two toothed wheels A and B, arranged as they are shewn in this figure, will produce an alternate motion, of which the alternations, their extent and velocity, 1nay be infinitely varied, either by altering the ratio of their diameters, 01· the proportions and arrangement of their several parts. These motions may, however, be accurately produced hy the arrangement shewn in the figure A 7. 
	The combinations shewn in the figures S 7 and T 7 are of the same nature. An instance of this description of alternate motion may be seen in plate 21, vol. L of the plates of manufactures of the French Encyclopedie. 
	U 7. Plan and Elevation. 
	In the plan of this figure ab c is a flat circular ring, which has a small portion cut away, and which has a continuous s.eries of teeth formed both on its outer and inner edges; the portion of the ring which is cut away is of sufficient width to allow the pinion d to pass freely from the outer edge to the inner, and after having made the circuit of the inner edge, to pass at its opposite extre1nity again to its outer edge, and the ring is fixed to the circular disk or plate D, which has a motion on iL,;; a
	The pinion D has a motion on its axis, and this bas also a liberty of motion in the groove n m; two springs p and q act alternately on the projecting stop!-or detents r anJ s, anJ so determine the quantity of the altt>rnate circular motion of !,k D; this is a modification of the arrangemt>nt shewn in the figure P 7. ae alternate circular motion of the disk D is used as .. an intermediat(' motion to 11c-e the alternate rectilinear motion of the point F: this is effected by means of an endieŁs rope which pass
	the di
	Tl
	procl
	analogy ,vhich exi

	It w·ould be difficult in practice to make the ·pinion d work with equal facility on the interior and exterior edges of the ring on account of the difference·in their tŁcth: this difficulty may however be avoided in a g-reat degree, by placing two pinions d one above lhc other on the same axis, and making a corresponding separation between the planes of the interior and exterio1· teeth ; so that they shall act only on their respective pinions, as is shewn in the elevation of the figure. 
	A 7Plate 4. 
	1 

	·,ve ha,·c here combined two well-known methods of converting direct circular 1notion into alternate rcctilinea1· motion, by using a bent axle, or a circular plane inclined to ils axis of rotation. Ł'1. Prony gives a theory of bent-axles in the Journal des l\lines. 
	J n the fourth volume, No. 266 of l\1emoires approuvces par l'Acadcmie, we find an application of this axle to the motion of a piston by l\f. La.csson. The author g·ives a very simple mode of constructing an axle of which the crank may be lengthened or shortened at pleasure. 
	In Leupold's Theatrum Machinarum Hydraulicarum, vol. ii. pl. 36, fig. I & 2; and in Ramelli's work, entitled-Le diverse et artificiose l\1achine <lei Capitano Agostino Ramelli, &c. a Parigi, 1588, ·figure 57.-'l'his method of the inclined circle is applied ns a motion for pump pistons. Au hydraulic wheel turns a vertical axle which carries an inclined circular plane; the vertical piston rods have projecting· arms with friction rollers, ·which are supported by the edge of the inclined plane: in this way· the
	.

	B 7• · 
	1

	The large wheel R revolves on its axle, and three rollers m n p, are placed on it-s 
	! 
	su1face: a bent lever PG H, the arms of which are set at right angles with each other, carries a roller p at the extremity P of the arm PG, the action of a spring or weight applied to the extremity H of the other ann tends to give the roller p a constant bearing against the 1·ollers m, n, p, which will therefore, by the rotation of the wheel R, act. in succession on it and cause the alternate circular motion of H; this will consequently belong to Section IX. : the alternate circular motion may be converted 
	l'Academie des Sciences, Vol. vii. No. 442. 
	,.,,
	C 
	'
	,
	. 
	. 

	S is a fly-wheel carrying a pinion p; P and Q are two toothed wheels acting 
	on each other, and P is also driven by the pinion p; n m, st, are two lever 
	handles set on the axes of the wheels P and Q; m f, s g, are two rods both the 
	ends of which have free motion, and they are connected by a cross bar f g with 
	the vertical and larger rod H It, to which they communicate an alternate recti
	linear motion during the regular action of the fly-wheel S :-the 1notion is 
	reciprocal. 
	The application of this movement may be seen in a mernoir on a new steam 
	engine invented by Cartwright, and inserted in the first number of Les Annales 
	des Arts et l\,fanufactures. Two pins might be fixed on the peripheries of the 
	wheels P and Q instead of the lever handles; but they are retained for the greater 
	facility of construction. In No. 25 of the same Journal the Editor proposes a 
	new stea1n engine, in which he adopts Cartwright's fly-wheel instead of a 
	beam. Plan and side Elevation. 
	D 7
	1
	• 

	S is a fly-wheel, on one extremity of the axis of which nre fixed two ratchet wheels RR; within these, two toothed wheels are fitted on the samP a:xis, but remain at liberty to turn .independently on it. Each of these has a click p, 
	which is placed in the same direction on each, and on the out.er face, so that they act upon the ratchets only by turning in opposite <lfrrctionse; P Q is a large bar which slides between two clips, and dividing itself into two parallel pieces forms a frame furnished on the inner edge of each side with a rack f g and hi; these are not situated in the same plane, the rack f g being a little distance behind tJ1e plane of hi, so that hi acts on the wheel l\f, and f g on N. If we suppose the bar P Q to move fro
	the wheel 1\
	1

	here .described is preferable. No reciprocal action takes place in this instance. 
	OBSERVATION. 
	IF a wheel ha,·ioe; a constant motion in one direction by the action of any mover, receives another wheel on its axis which is held there by its friction only, being capable of motion on the axis independent of the first, any method which might be invented for alternately attaching and disengaging the first wheel, might also be used either to communicate to the latter the action of the mover, or to withdraw it from such action; in the latter case, it will remain at rest, if by its inertia, or the resistance
	_e
	to give it motion. It is thus we are enabled to susp{\nd the operation of a 1nachine, without the necessity of interrupting the action of the first mover, or to withdraw it from the action of the original rnover, in order to connect it with !Some other. \Ve find this occur in the action of bells. °\'Ve shall give an account of some ingenious methods of releasing the rarn of the pile driving engine, although we consider the arrangement shewn in the figure I 7' as the mdst simple and effective, and one which 
	derangement in any part of the machine, whether from natural obstacles or such as accident or ignorance may occasion, as place the resistance beyond the powers of the nu\chine to overcome. 
	In order to check the motion or action of the machine, during the suspem,ion of the action of, the first mover upon it, without subjecting it at the same time to the eftects of the resistance, it is ui,ual to employ a ratchet wheel with a click ·which puts it in action, while it operates to check the action of the moYer in a gradual manner, as is effected in the ordinary 
	n1ethods of working the capstern, &c. &c.* 
	• In the 14th Report of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, &e. for 1815, we find the descripforn of a very singular click and ratchet movem..,nt, invented by M. Dobo ; M. Borgnis, in his work 1 
	entitled "Traite de la composition des Machines,'' places it as the 17th variety, 4th speciŁs, 1st ge11us

	2nd class, 5th orderŁRegulators. 
	11 
	'\Vhen the resistance is thrown on the mover, the retrograde motion of the machine ge1ierally produces so considerable a shock, that the attempt to counteract it by iulerposing any firm resistance similar to that produced by the common click and ratchet movement, beco,nes not merely useless, but evt·n dangerous; in such cases, the most proper course, is to effect a gradual weakening of the shock, for which purpose no rnethod can be used which is in our opiniou so likely to be effective as the retarding forc
	is as follows. 
	Let A Figure I of Plate 12, represent a toothed wheel, which is driven by a pinion B immediately connected with the moving power ; the weight to be operated upon is suspended at the extremity of the rope D, which passes over the fixed pulley shown in the figure, and returning thence is gathered up on the axis C of the wheel A ; t represents one of the pivots of that wheel ; the check is composed of the lever m n, moving on its point of roŁ tation or fulcrum q ; to the longer arm m q is fixed the pad or cush
	'\tVhen it is required to release the weight suspended by tl1e rope D, the pinion B must be withdrawn from the wheel A, or thrown out of gear, or it may be detached from the action of the n1oving power by the method I 7'; the weight will then be rapidly lowered, and when it has arrived within 3 or ,4 feet 
	,Qf the ground, where from its accelerated velocity it would be dashed to pieces, the operator presses down the lever by its extremity m, with considerable force and so brings the cushion p to bear on the axis with so much friction as immediately to counteract and check the progress of the falling body. 
	In a work entitled "Traite elementaire de Mineralogie," by M. Brongniart, 
	vol ii, page 302, ,,..e find the description of a drum-wheel, the motion of which may be instantly checked when circumstances require it, whatever n1ay be the effort of the moving powere: by means of a curb co1nposed of two stays or clips shnilar to that already described, and which together form a sort of large nippers, the spreading of the extremities of the arms of these clips or nippe1·s, renders it necessary to place a small capstern in the middle point of their separating distance ; this capstern is w
	The following description will explain the method of tightening the curb. 
	Let A, Figure 2, Plate 12, represent the drum-wheel set on the shaft or axis of the machine, this wheel bas on one of its ends a ratchet w·heel R, and it revolves on its axis in the direction indicated by the dart shewn in the figure ; m n is the lever of the curb ; p the cushion ; cc a dick suspended by the rope f, to the extren1ity b of the lever a b, which moves on the point a, as a fulcrum, and rests by its arm on a small roller -which is fixed in the end m of the lever nm; the timber frame F has a proj
	the cushion p on the surface of the drum-wheel, and the n1otion of the machine will be checked without violent shockŁ and consequently with tho least possible inconvenieMce. 
	Let us now suppose the machine to be rapidly drawn in the direction of its 1notion ; and (in order to avoid the unnecessary multiplication of figures) let the drum-wheel A in the same figure be imagined to turn ine· a contrary direction to that indicate<] by the dart ; it ·will be necessa1•y to suspend the action of the spring v on the click c c, by means of a pin, so as to allow it liberty of motion, and so that in case of any sudden and extraol'dinary acceleration, the check pin shall cease to act on the 
	of the machine shall be checked as in the preceding case ; for this purpose 
	ll 2 
	the regulator N 7Plate 5, an<l the motion G 8, of the same plate may be used ; the wheel A of this motion represents the drum-wheel A of figure 2, a11d the spiudlc of the reg·ulator may be represented by the axis of the wheel B, of the figure G 8, Plate 5, and which should be placed in the upper part of the ,, heel A, figure 2. 
	1 

	The tension ol the rope Q which communicates the action of the mover to the resistance, may also be applied to profitable use, by using it to keep tht> click cc iu its detached situation with respect to the ratchet-wheel ; when in the event of the rope breakiug, the click will be instantly released forn its detached position, and will be submitted to the action of the spring r, which forces the click into action with the ratchet-wheel ; the mcchanis1n of this contrivance will be less complicated than that o
	r

	1'11e machine represented in Fig;ure 3, Plate 12, is much used in the neighbourhood of Paris for the purpose of raising large masses of stone from the quarries. The celebrated machinist, M. Martin, considered that the adoption of this machine would prevent the disastrous accidents to which the workmen in that employment are so much exposed ; its construction is thus. A lever p q composed of a stout plank, is suspended on tbe fixed point a, 
	as a fulcrum ; the shaft of the wheel A passes through the plank at the point c, and a cou11terpoise Q capahle of raising the wheel A is suspended at the extremity q ; the machine in this stale resembles in its general features the common steel-yard, on which the wheel A occupies the place of the mass to be weighe<l, and in which thee· usual moveable weight is superseded 
	·

	by the counterpoise Q ; in the arrangement of our n1achinc ho,vever, no equilibrium is produced, it being necessary that the counterpoise should exceed the load. BC is a strong upright.pillar, and f e an edge piece of timber which bas a motion on the point fas a centre, and carries the cushion q; e d is a bar either of wood or 1netal, having-motioa on the axis of rotation e and d; n n is the rope by which the 1nasses of stone are brought from the quarry-P; r is a ratchet wheel· fixed to the axis of the whe
	some firm resisting obstacle; on which it will rest: the cushion p will .be raised, and the working of the machine will proceed without any interruption; it may however be suspended at pleasure by means -of the ratchet. wheel, .and whenever · the rope n should happen to-break, the wheel will instantly be raised by the action of the counterpoise Q, the cnshion q of the curb will descend and apply itself upon the <lrurn wheel, and the shock will be prevented. 
	In Bailey's work already spoken of under the head E 1:1·, ,ve find in thet· first volu1ne page 146, the descritption of a crane invented by Mr. Pinchbeck. In this 1nachine a curb is brought into· actiontfor the same purpose, but the rnechanism is much too complex for general adoption; even if it were fully equal to the propo:'!c<l ohject. The rnover which operates to press the curb against the wheel, is the action of large bellows which are worked hy niachinery. 
	· 

	,vheneyer the resistance of a machine exceeds a determined limit, the action of the mr:>ver 1nay be checked in the following-manner:
	-

	ln the figure 4, plate 12, the lower or shaded-figure represents a lonŁitu<linal section of the parts of the arrangetment to be described, and the three upper or outli11e figures, transverse sections of different portionts of the san\c. 
	Let M be the axis or spindle acted on by the moving power, and N that which is connected with all the other parts of the machinee: now it is required that whenever the resistance encountered by the machine exceeds tlie assigned limits, its safety shall he secured hy the facility of checking it without the necessity of interrupting either the action of the moving power, or the connection between the two axes Mand N. 
	A A is a circular plate of iron fixed upon the spindle N: the surface which is turned towards N is flat, but on the opposite side are formed the two projecting rings n n and m m. 
	BB is a second circular plate of iron--0n the side nearest to the plate A is formed a projecting ring p, which fits easily into the cavity formed between the plate A and the piece b; on the opposite side are two projecting pieces aa, intended to act against the projections ss of the piece C; and a strong projecting stud b, which extends beyond the opposite surface, enters the space formed by the ring or circular Łpring DD; performing the office of the curb. 
	DD, is a ring or circular spring which clips or holds upon the neck formed by 
	the edge of tl1e plate A and its projecting ring mm ; this ring or curb may be 
	closed or tightened at pleasure by means of the key E, (see the upper or outline 
	figures) and consequently will encrease or diminish the friction, according to the 
	required or convenient degree of resistance, in order that the motion of the spindle 
	N shall be stopped while that of M shall remain at liberty to proceed. \Vhen 
	the comrnunication between M and N is completed, by means of the piece C 
	which turns with it, and is at liberty to slide in the direction of its axis, (as in 
	the wheel C of the figure I 7, plate 4.) ; the pr�jecting teeth ss act on the pro
	1

	jections aa, the piece Band the curb are in action, and the whole moves together. 
	,vhcn the piece C is withdrawn fro1n the piece B, the connectione· of the pro
	jections ss and aa ceases; and whatever may be the resistance of N, the action 
	of the moving power on the machine is suspended. 
	It is evident that if the key E be firmly closed, and the communication between 
	.

	the two axes be completed by advancing the piece C as directed, the axes l\f 
	and N will act conjointly as if composed of one piece; but if by withdrawing the 
	piece C, we detach tbcn1 completely, the axis ŁI will in its retiring motion tuk• 
	with it the piece B and the,> curb DD, but the axis N will re1nain at rest; therefore if the key E he just closed so 1nuch as that the axis N may be at libecty to turn, the object of the arrangement will be accomplished with facility. 
	A Yery ingenious and important application of this mechanism has been made by M. Rettancourt in a machine constructed by him for cleansing the harbour of St. Petersburgh. 
	In our article L 7', will also be found a method of securing a machine from any hurtful or inconvenient effect of the action of the moving power within certainlimits. 
	. 

	E 7• 
	E 7• 
	1 

	A machine for· d1-i'ving piles invented by NI. Camus. 
	The ram A is attached to the extremity of a rope which passes over the-pullies B and C, and is afterwards wound on the vertical cylinder D, which with the lever I, compose the principal part of the machine: its action depends on. the manner in which this cylinder is arranged and acts with the capstem, of· which it forms a part; the capstern and the cylinder at·e of the sa1ne diameter aucl are set on the same axis; the cylinder should be encircled or bound with an iron strap E F, from• which should project 
	The capsten1 G supports the lever. HI, which carries a curvecl piece or heel F, which applies one of its ends against the cylinder; and the other end is attached to the capstern by a joint or hinge, so that it may be lowered by pressing upon its extremity I, and raised or kept up to its position. by the spring L. Ther· machine is put in action by applying the power of men to the horizontal levers 0, 1\1, N, P, who by their means tun1 the capstern G, and also the cylinder D, which is attached to the capstern
	. 

	surface and descends; the le,·cr IF 1s now released fro1n the pressure which held it clear of the cylinder, and the action of the spring L raises it to its former position, the heel F becomes again engaged with one of the pins of the cylinder which is thus again connected with the capstern, and the operation is repeated. 
	,ye may here observe that the ram of this engine, and all those which carry the 
	�uspcnding rope with them in their fall, lose a considerable portion of their momP-nlum by that circumstance. 
	(I•' i'.) 
	The upper figure of the ,·1ew of this machine represents a si<le cleYatione; :\ nd the lower figure an horizontal plan of t.he central part of it. 
	An iron spindle p q, turning constantly in the same direction, is shewn iii the side elevatione: this is moved either by the power of men whose action is applied to the bars of a capstern, or by any other suitable movere: it passes through two drums or cylinders of wood A and B which are not fixed to the spindle, but are fitted ca.c;ily upon it. 
	'l'he lower drum or cylinder A rests on the bottom board or floor of the machinee: it is formed at its upper part of two rising surfaces ab c, a'bc', one of them on the exterior of the figure, the other on the interior, each making one turn of its circumference, similar to a hollow screw, or an open au<l winding staircase formd of one continuous inclined plane. These surfaces are so arranged that each has its origin a and a', and also its te1·mination, at the two extremities of the same diameter. This lowe1
	1 

	The upper drum B is hollow, and is furnished with two vertical arms or bars 
	TI m, each having a small roJlel· at its lower extremity, the length of the bars is 
	equal to the height of the lower d1·um ; the upper drum is supported by these 
	rollers upon the inclined or spiral surfaces formed on the lower drum, and by 
	which it always preserves an horizontal position. The upper drum also carries a 
	,troug bar of iron terminating at the height of the lowm· surface, and its outei· 
	face is grooved to receive the suspending rope of the ram. 
	1>1.i
	r

	,vhen the rollers of the ar1ns n m are situated at the co1nmencement of the inclined planes of the lower drum, the upper drum is at its lowest position or point of descent, and if it is then turned in the contrary direct.ion to that which we suppose the 1noving power to take, that is to say, in the direction c b a, the two rollers will meet the heads of the rising planes and oblige the drum A to tun1 in the same direction. But if B be made to turn in the direction of the n1over, A will remain at rest, and B
	The iron spindle p q, has a strong cross-piece ii' also of iron, placed so that it nearly touches the upper part of the cavity of the drum B when it is situated in its lowest position. 
	This description being clearly understood, the 1node of producing an alternate 
	rectilinear motion from the direct circular motion produced by the moving power 
	upon the spindle p q, may he explained in few words. ,ve will suppose 1st 
	the drum B to be placed at its maximum of descent-2nd the cross-bar ii, in 
	contact and ready to act on the upright bar t-3rd the ram M, resting· on 
	the head of the pile-and 4th the rope d d' in a state of tension; the spindle p q 
	will in its own rotatory motion carry with it the drum B; this will raise the 
	ram of the engine to an height equal to the circumference of the drum ; 
	the bar t will then pass the c1·oss-bar ii, and the drum B, thus subjected to the 
	effect of the ram l\'I, will turn rapidly in the opposite direction and suffer it 
	to fall. The drum B will consequently have an alternate circular 1notion while 
	the ram 1\-1 will have an alternate rectilinear motion, and it will traverse a space 
	equal to the cit·cumference of the drum B. 
	If all the parts of the machine be supposed in their original positions, and the 
	lower dru1n A be turned half a revolution, in the opposite direction to that of 
	the mover; in this case, when the upper drum B has also 1nade half a revolution, 
	the ram 1\1 will falle; the extent of the circular oscillations of the drum B, and 
	those of the ram will be thereby reduced one half. 
	This very ingenious mechaui1,m admits of firmness and simplicity of construe• 
	tion, and possesses, as we have shewn, the further advantage of allowing the 
	J 
	ramto traverse any required distance from the smallest to a quantity equal to the circumference ofthe drum B. 
	.

	G 7'. 
	This figure includes two views of the machine-one a front, the other a side elevation, the same parts being respectively marked with the same letters of reference. 
	A B is a spindle which is turned by the moving power always in the same direction ; the wheel C, grooved on the edge, fits easily on the spindle A B so as to be al liberty to revolve with friction, but is not allowed to traverse on the spindlee; on one of its faces is fixed a check-pin s; n m is an elastic bar or arm fixed to the spindle A B ; r is an inclined plane placed a small·distance beyond the circle C, and in the same plane ; the rope ct has one end fixed in the grooved edge of the wheel C, and the 
	When the spindle AB revolves, the elastic bar nm meets the check-pin s, and obliges the circle C to revolve, which raises the beater p q: the bar nm ·also encounters the inclined plane r, and being thus forced from its contiguity to the circle C, suffers the check-pin s to pass; the circle C is immediately subjected to the action of gravity of the beater-which falls-and the process is repeated. 
	This arrangement, which is in reality but a modification of that r.hewn in our figure E 7', bas been applied by l\f. Dubuisson to a machine for beating or pounding plaster: a descriptiŁnem,ay be seen in the " Collection des l\ilachines 
	. approuvees par l'Academie des Sciences." Vol. vi. No. 407. 
	Figure
	'fhe following description of this machine is extracted from the report made by Messrs. Prony and l\folard, upon proposals relative to the re-establishment of the machine of 1.VIarJy: printed by order of the National Convention at Par.is, in the third year of the French Republic. 
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	l>ESCRIPTIOK OF WHITE'S MACHINE. 
	Page l!>-The following is a description of the detent wheels: " The piece A is fixed to a spindle which revolves constantly in the same directioni; and the wheel B is fitted on the spindle so as to be capable of being turned upon it with in the contrary direction. This wheel is furnished with a detent C, to which the piece A catches, and thus elevates the chain D, to which one of the pump pistons is attachedi: this continues to rise until the detent C arrives at and preises upon the check-pin E; the piece A
	friction, 

	I 7'. 
	AB is a spindle, which ,ve will suppose to revolve constantly in the same direction by the action of any moving power; C is a toothed wheel which is fitted on the spinde A B so as to have the liberty of revolving on it with moderate friction; and ab are two mortice holes to receive the check-pins m and n; Dis another circle or wheel also fitted easily on the portion p q of the spindle A B. which instead of being circular as in its other parts, is there made quadrangular. The two check-pins m and n, are fix
	Every part of the machine being situated as represented in the figure, it will appear that the wheel C may either re1nain in a state of rest, during the action of the spindle A B, being prevented frotn accompanying it in its rotation by some external check : it may obey the action of another mover which shall urge its rotation iu a direction contrary to that of the spindle A B; in short, it may be considered as really independent of the motion of the spindle, except insomuch 
	or 

	' 2 
	as it is connecte<l with it by the quantity of fiction with which it is fitted to it: but if, by means of the lever fh the wheel D is move<l so as to force the checkpins m and n into the mortice holes of C, the latter will necessarily obey the action of the spindle AB, until D, with its pins m and n, are again withdra,n1 fom C, aucl so on. The action of the spring c is upon the extremity h of the forked lever, lending to withdraw the wlieel D from C; the detent st, of which both a plan and profile are shew
	r
	r

	quired suspension effected. 
	1'his moue of checking the action of a machine may be practically applied to several useful pl1rposes, as for example : to stop a mechanical operation at a required time without the necessity of personal attendance, in the working of mills when the opcratiof.l of grinding is complete; or in the weaving-loom, when the flight of the shuttle is accidentally interrupted. 
	The first-mentioned of these objects presents no difficulty in the application: it will be merely required to ai·range the weight of a repeating watch so as to act on the extremity t of the detent, which may for this purpose be rendered deli
	cately sensible. 
	In mill work, the machinery may be stopped when the required operation is complete<l, making use of the last-mentioned contrivance-to call the attention of the operator to the necessary adjuŁtment of the detent. 
	In the operations of weaving, accidental interruptions of the shuttle are of frequent recurrence, by the breaking of a thread, or other unforeseen circumstances. To prevent the disorder which must otherwise be the consequence of such accidents, the following appl_ication of this contrivance is made.-The shuttle fame· traverses with an alternate circular movement, (see the Section A, Figure T, in , pl. 4.) its axis of 1·otation being in c passing through the 
	r
	the comparqnent K7
	1

	lo,rer framing of the loom, the alternate circular motion of the frame should not be equable, its velocity being rcqnircd to decrease as it approaches the extremity a of the arc ab, described by its motion ; we will suppose this extremity of the arc to be on the side nearest to the large roller, and that the decreased velocity at that point is required to allow sufficient time for the shuttle to pass fro1n one siue of the frarne to the otheraccording to the width of the loom, and the velocity of the frame i
	.., 
	tremity 
	r
	'.
	freely, the levers n pm r will not meet the obstacles 

	their second position n' p' m' r' will first 1neet the point or object.., which receding from its action, will descend, and acting on the extreinity t of the detent will effect the separation of the wheels C and D as already described, and they hnmediately afterward meet the fixed check B; the action of the mover will be detached from the 1nachine, and-the frame will consec1uently not strike the woof. which was the object required. 
	,.

	This motion I 7' makes an instantaneous com1nunicatron of' the action of the 1nover to the machine, which is-in so1ne cases seriously inconvenient; it n1ay be avoided in a considerable deg1·ee by the use of the 1nechanism. Fig·ure 4. 
	The extreinely simple contrh
	,

	:ance of this subjeat (l 7') renders it useful· in 1nill work to sui.pend the action of one of the stones of a 111ill where several sets of them. are worked-by one principal wheel, or where direct circular motionis to he converted into alternate circular, as in large flatting-mills, and indeed in ahnost every machine in which it is occasionally required to check the action: efthe works without interrupting the action of the moving power. 
	K 7'. 
	This is another modification of the preceding arrangement :-AB is a spindle which turns constantly in the same direction by the action of the moving power; y friction only on the spindle E F ; a pin e projects from tŁe face of the wheel D, and another projecting pin f is fixed in the spindle E F; the wheel D may be 01· be 1·emoved from it by means of the Q ; it will be evident by simple inspection of the figure that the action of the spindle E F may be suspended at pleasure by the requisite adjustment of th
	the wheel C transfers the rotatory motion to the wheel D, which is fitted b
	placed within the action of the pin f, 
	lever P 

	L 7'. 
	This machine is described in Les Memoires de l'lnstitut, and in Les Annales des Arts & l\fanufactures; vol. xix. page 181. It is the invention of 1\1. Prony. 
	The organization of bis machine consists in fact of an extremely ingenious application of the contrivance by which we detach, or communicate at pleasure the action of the moving power, and the axis of a wheel which is fitted on it by its friction, and reciprocally. 
	A large horizontal wheel AB is turned by the immediate action of the moving 
	power, and drives in contrary directions the two vertical wheels C and D, which are fitted by their fiction only upon the horizontal spindle E F; the interior face of each of these wheels has a ratchet wheel n and m: on one of the extremities of this spindle is fixed t.he wheel or pulley G, npon whid1 is coiled a rope or chain, to each end of which is suspended a bucket., as shewn in the figure. 
	r

	A frame aa composed of two. iron bars, carries two ra.tchet wheels p and q, one at each of its extremities, and it is at. libcrt.y to slide back and forward on the square spindle E F by means of square boxes, which are fitted to, and slide upon it. 
	It is evident that if the frame aa is pushed towards the end E ofthe horizontal spindle E F, the ro.tchct wheels q and n at that end of it, will be placed in 
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	action, and the axis E F will then revolve in the same direction as the wheel 0,. but if the frame a a is pushed towards the end F of the horizontal spindle, the ratchet wheels p and m will be in action, and the axis EF will revolve in the direction of the wheel C, and one of the buckets which are attached to the chain will ascend, while the other will descend. All that now remains is to communicate this alternate movement to the fame a a, so that it shall take place immediately after tl1e rising bucket. 
	r

	The inventor effects this by placing an horizontal spindle S S below E F. and in a direction at right angles to it. This second spindle is of iron, and ha§ an ar1n x which projects upwards, and into the sliding boxes of the frame a a; it has also a long upright arm h, which is surmounted by a weight of lead of lenticular form, and below are two flat pieces or feet s and t ; two forked pieces are placed near the extremity of the chain, just above the buckets, so as to act -in succession on the two levers M a
	.

	·in the contrary direction, and so on *. 
	M. Prony has also contrived a very ingenious method of releasing the animalused as the first mover, whenever the resistance is accidentally encreased. The tollowing description of it is inserted in Les Annales des-At-ts, vol. xix. p. 190. 
	· 

	The traces l, l, I, figure f pass through the apertures 2, 2, in the yokes 4-, 4, which are attached to the levers 3, 3, this lever is set in the vertical spindle which gives motion to the machine;. the apertures 2, 2, have friction rollers. The 
	• We find an application of this movement in a machine for rilling gun.barrds, inicnted by M. Jae. 41uet; a description of which is given iniŁ Bulletin de la Sodete d'J::ocouragement, Sept. 1817. 
	• 
	extremity of each trace terminates in a· loop which hangs on a sh11l or pin, fixed in the roller 5, which is moveable on pivots. A rope is coiled upon thjs roller which afterwards runs over the -pullies 6, 6, 6, and is finally attached to the weight 7. 
	This weight, which may be varied at pleasure, will therefore regulate the resistance required to be opposed to the effort of the mover: thus-suppose this weight to have been fixed at 20 lbs. a11d that any obstruction took place in the 01· wheel-work of the machine, it will follow that, without the assistance of this mechanism, the effort of the animal or mover would canse the 01· destruction of the machinee; but as the effort of the mover necessarily exceeds the regulating weight, the roller 5 will be for
	working-part 
	derangement 

	the machinery will suffel' no derangement. This method will also be found applicable to the purpose of preventing animals employed as first movers fron\ exerting more than a given quantity of power, which can be <let.ermined at pleasure by the previous adjustment of the counterpoising weight 7. 
	11 7• Plate 5. 
	l\
	1

	In this figure which is a side elevation of the subject, ab represents a vertical spindle which has a rotation on its axis, by the action of any mover applied at. a; it.-, lower pivot rests on a block of wood e, this has two rollers which work in a groove or channel cut in the cross-piece n' m; by this means the spindle ab is broug·ht into contact with the two vertical wheels F and G alternately, and act upon them by an endless screw h. C and L are two c1·oss pieces which support the spindle ab, at the same
	1 
	tur11ing 
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	see the separate and enlarged figure m in the marg·in of the principal fire). This piece has an ilxis g f, from which at about the middle of its length, proceed at right angles to its direction, the two forked branches i I, which are intended to conduct the ropes wh.ich support the buckets; and near the extremity g of the arm f g is fixed an upright arm carrying the weight P ; in the cross-piece will be observed two projecting pins x and y, having the quantity of their projection equal to the thickness o
	gu
	-

	All the several parts of the machine being in the positions represented in the drawing, the upright arm u, after having pushed the pin a' towards the left, throws the endless screw h within the action of the toothed-wheel F, and the click piece a' b' falling by its own weight, comes in contact with the pin x, and throws the spindle and its endless screw into action with the wheel. When the projecting button s, which is placed a little above the bucket s, enters the forked piece l, the piece u nm is obliged 
	ln a work entitled-Branca (Giovanni) le l\Iachine, volume nuovo e di molto. artificio del Signor G. Branca, ingigniero et architeta della santa casa di Loreto. Rome 1629, 4to. (Italian and Latin.) Figure 21. The author shews the application of two vertical face wheels fixed on the same axis, and placed opposite to each other; a horizontal wheel turning constantly in the same di� 
	ll 
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	rection, is forced into action with the two wheels alternately, by an assistant. Thus communicating an alternate circular motion to the cornmon axis of the two vertical wheels; this n1ethod of converting the movement is applied in many different 1nachines. 
	I"'!/
	N 

	I • 
	In this an-angernent it will be observed that, in proportion as the rotatory n1otion of the spindle ab en creases or diminishes, the weights p and q are driven from, or suffered to approach the axis of the spindle by their centrifugal motion, and the cap r, which fits easily on the spindle, rises or falls upon it; the action ofa steam valve rn, is 1nade to depend on this vertical movement of the cap, and the machine by this rneans preserves nearly an uniform velocity although the resistance be variable. ,v
	The upper mill-stone A, (figure n 7.) receives its movement from the upper side, as in the usual construction of wind-mills. The stone is supported by the axis ab which rests on the block C, fixed to the beam DE. Upon the spindle is fixed the cap f g, which canies four arms fo1· the purpose of receiving the stems of four iron balls h, i, k, I, each from four to five pounds weight; from the upper part of the stems four arms descend and support the piece F, which is at liberty to slide easily the entire lengt
	1

	It will be evident that the arrangement of balls, here described, will revolve 
	about the axis, with the motion of the upper 1ni\l-stone, and that in proportion 
	as 1he force of the wind encreases the velocity of the mill, the balls will encrease 
	their divcrgency from the axis; the piece F will descend, will consequently 
	lower the extrernity d of.rthe lever d, e, m, which having the point e for a fulŁ 
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	Crum will operate to raise the end E of the bearn DE, and consequently the upper mill-stone A. 
	This rnechanis1n has been applied by 1\1. O'Reilly, iu his blowing engine.Annales des Arts, vol. x. page 26. 
	In Bockler's work, already mentioned, under the article E3, figure 19, we find the description of a mill which is put in motion by the action of ahorse : in this mill we 1nay observe a piece of mechanism which is used for raising or lowering the upper mill-stone. This 1nechanism differs from that before described in that the leve1· de m, instead of being parallel to the beam DE, is placed perpendicular to it; and that its n1otion does not depend on the velocity of that of the mill. The author simply suspend
	Ramelli, in his work already mentioned in out· Article A 7', figure 120, had before this made a similar application of this mechanism. 
	0 7'. Plan and Elevation. 
	The description of a mill which is worked by the operation of the flux and reflux of the tide, invented by Leslie of Logdon, is given in Les Annales des A1•ts et 1\-lanufactures, vol. x.xii, page 302. The operation of this mill being simply to convert an alten1ate rectilinear motion, into a direct circular n1otion, we shall merely insert its description as it is given in the work 
	mentioned. Figure 1-1s a horizontal plan or section of the wheel, with its outer cover or case. 
	Figure 2-Is a vet'lical section. 
	a, represents the spindle or shaft of the wheel revolving on a pivot of c1netal which works in a bed of steel. 
	K 2 
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	b b, are wings of the wheel, a liltle inclined so as to admit the influx of the water in a spirn.l direction. cc, A drum or cylindl'ical case, within which the wheel revolves, leaving the smallest space possible between the partitions and the wings. 
	d d d d-A second drum or case of larger diameter, placed above the wheel, and forming an npper structure to the drum cc, with which it is also connected. 
	e e-rnoveahle shutters, opening on opposite sides : the first, which is on the side in the direction of the current, opens by the pressure of the current, and is stopped at its proper position for that purpose by an upright timber f; the shutter of the opposite side will of course be pressed by the action of the current in the opposite direction, and will therefore be closed by the same action which opened the first. The inverse of this operation will take place, when the water which has risen during the ti
	Now, let us suppose h h in figure 2, t.o represent the surface of a river or current which is at the level of the cover of the upper drum or compartment at the ebh-tide, so that there shall be the same quantity of water always acting on the wheel if the surface of the current should happen to be above the upper edge of that compartment, the water which runs above, even if elevated several feet, will not produce any greater effect than when it reaches but to the level of the cover. 
	Let ii represent the bed of the river, and if it has not sufficient depth, it may 
	be en creased by digging•. The current penetrates the drurn by the opening e, 
	causing the latter to rest itself against the cheek f, by this admission it passes to 
	the lower side of the machine by traversing the spiral "ings of the mill, which 
	are thus put in action by the impulsion of the current, and produce a rotatory 
	motion of the vertical spindle; the current having passed through the machine 
	• ,ve consider this practice as entirely inadmissible-for the resistance wllich the running ,vafer·win meet with from that portion of the column which is at rut, will climinish its velocity, or enn rŁduce i.t alto&ether, 
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	and reached the bottom, escapes by the opening or shutter k; this is the process 011 the contrary during the tide of flood, the shutters or openinp;s 1ne11tio11ed, (kand e) will close, and the opposite ones will be opened, by which the water or current will descend as before, and the wheel will continue to turn in the same direction whether the current be that of the ebb or flood. tide. 
	during the tide of ebbi: 

	The peculiar advantages of this wheel over those of other contrivances for tidt} mills are these:
	-

	1st-It is to be preferred for a corn•mill on account of its velocity being more uniform, fro1n the circumstance of its motion being produced by the constant action of the sam-e quantity of water: 
	2ndly-lt has the peculiarity of its motion being prod·uced constantly in the same direction; whether by the flux or 1:eflux, and in. a much 1nore sirnple manner than i.n other tide-mills. 
	3rdly-The wheel being horizontal, it: isvery easy to adapt and fix any required wheel-work upon the spindle, the spindle being easily raised above the surface of the water. 
	4thly-This wheel has a greater velocity with respect to tbe velocity of the acting current, than. other wheels of the same description; and this circumstance enables us to dismiss all the contrivances practised in the old wheels to counteract or diminish friction. 
	\Vith respect to the construction, the inventor states that its simplicity is highly favourable to eeonomy in the first cost. 
	,ve find descriptions of many different mills which. act by the san1e rnovini power, in l' Architecture Hydraulique de· Belidor, 
	P 7:. Plan and Elevation, 
	i

	In the upper figure or elevation, A B represents a fixed vertical axis or pillar very solid construction : it is surmounted by a toothed wheel C. A hollow cylinder D is placed· upon tlie axis, and rests upon a projecting le1lge at its lower part. Four crol,s_ pieces ab, c d, er; gh, proj_ect horizontally from thŁi
	In the upper figure or elevation, A B represents a fixed vertical axis or pillar very solid construction : it is surmounted by a toothed wheel C. A hollow cylinder D is placed· upon tlie axis, and rests upon a projecting le1lge at its lower part. Four crol,s_ pieces ab, c d, er; gh, proj_ect horizontally from thŁi
	of 
	· 

	· 

	• 
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	cylinder D, and are placed at rig11t angles with each othere; at the extreinity of each of these cross pieces or arms is suspended a commodious seat or chair; and upon the face of one of the arms (ab) is set a small toothed wheel D' revolving on its axis, and working with tl1e wheel C. The wheel D has a small lever handle E fron1 the upper extrernity of which proceed four ropes, each of them passes over a small fixed pulley, and they are fastened at the extremities of thei1· respective arms. 
	A person seated in one of these four chairs can easily communicate a direct circular motion to the sn1all wheel D, by rneans of the rope, which passing over the pulley is situated directly in front of the seat, and by applying an alternate rectilinear action to that portion of the ropee* he will be himself carried round with a circular movement ·which will include the entire moveable part of the arrangen1cnt of which he forms a part, and which will thus compose a sort of fly-wheel. 
	1
	·

	It. will always be in his power to vary or rnodify at pleasure the velocity of this direct circular movement of the machine. 
	If instead of one person, we suppose two, three, or four persons to be seated in the chairs, it will be necessary for them to apply the action in concert, so that they do not counteract each other. 
	'fhis ingenious machine was invented by l\iI. 1\-Iarcel Cardinet, and was sectu·ed to him by brevet of invention or patent; his object in the invention wai the material improvement of a popular amusement, by dispensing with the 1nanual labour by which the 1nachine was then impelled, and affording the parties themselves the important advantage of regulating their velocity, and of stopping the motion of the machine at their pleasure. 
	Before this application by 1\1. Car<linet, the same 1nechanis1n had heen applied to the construction of a watch by 1\1. Breguct, in which the regulating parts revolved about an axis, under such an arrangement, that the relative positions of all its parts were continually changede; and this, as the inventor conceived, afforded an effectual remedy for many serious inconveniencies and imperfections 
	•Ł Similar to the action used in rowing. 
	• 
	of watches of the 11s11al construction. The application of the idea to this practical purpose wa� worthy the reputation of an artist of his disting·uished merit: hut certainly the coincidence of invention does not lessen the merit or impeach the ingenuity of �I. Car<linet, who, as we fully believe, was unacquainted with l\'I. Bregnet's invention; it affords a very remarkable instance of the relation which science establishes among branches of knowledge, where to superficial observers there seems no analogy
	·
	I • Plate 11. 
	Q 
	-
	, 

	Let A represent the plan or upper side of a wheel having a ratchet wheel ab c d on its face of the same diameter; e f and <lg are two arms, which are each at liberty to turn freely, hy one of their ends on the axis of the wheel A; fg and h g are two other arms forming with e f and d g an irregular quadrilateral figure, of which the angles at f and g are nearly right angles; the several extremities of these arms are united by centre pins upon which they are at liberty to turn freely; h i is an arm connected
	passes through the cli
	· 

	figu1·e, while the click-piece n will slide over the teeth of the ratchet wheele; but if the arm hi return from i towards hthe dick-piece n will then net, while the other piece m will slide over the ratchet ; i11 each of these cases. the wheel A will revolve in the same dit'ection. 1'he alternate recti]illear mot;on of the arm hi will thus be conycrted into the direct circular motion of th(' wheel A. 
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	Let A represent a wheel from which there projects the six pins 1 . 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; 
	.and hp a horizontal bar supported by the rollers B and C; the bar hp has a projecting piece DE, the length of which is equal to the distance de, between the bar hp and half the arc 1,2, which separates the pins I and 2; F GI-I is a bent lever co1nposed of the two arms F G and G H placed at rig·ht angles to 
	each other, this bent lever is at liberty to turn freely on the joint G, the length of the arm G H is equal to the radius of the cirdc A, the centre point G is situated in a line GK, drawn through the centre K and parallel to the bar hp, 
	and the arm HG tends constantly to descend by its weight; f is a pin or check which is attached to the ba1· hp, the horizontal distance of this pin upon the bar, fo1n a vertical line drawn through the joint G, is equal to the distance D d. Now, if under these circumstances, the wheel A be made to turn in the direction indicated by the dart in the figure, the pin 1 acting against the projecting piece DE will <lraw the bar hp from h towards p, while the pin 5 will raise the bent tever F G lI; when the pin 1 a
	r
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	1'hese two contrivances fo1· converting direct circular motion into alternate 
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